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Abstract

This thesis addresses the question of efficient computer soiution of large-scale

systems of nonlinear differential-algebraic equations (DAE's) that are encountered

in engineering circuit simulation. Special attention is paid to methods based on

the multi-variable Newton technique which is used for solving systems of nonlinear

algebraic equations obtained by discretizing the differential part of the DAEs in the

time domain. The thesis answeres ihe question of horv the Newton technique is

affected by the strong nonlinearities often present in the circuits. The thesis also

examines the issues involved in implementing global convergence enhancements to the

Newton method how these modifications apply to solving highly nonlinear systems.
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Introduction

High quaiity computer aided engineering(CAB) tools are essential for a compete-

tive semiconducto¡ related business. Manufacturers of silicon wafers, chips or semi-

conductor devices, designers of printed circuit boards, logic circuits, Iayout opiimizers

and programmable gate arrays all rely on various CAE tools to cut dorvn on design

and production time. The advantages of CAE tools can be broken down in two parts.

First, rather than constructing an actual product and then testing the suitabiliiy of

the design, the products can often be simulated using a CAE tool rvithout rvasting

material, time and manpower.

In ihe manufacturing process, problems ivith the design are often detected and

eliminated much earlier thus cutting down significantly on the iterative development

loop of moving between product design-faults and drarving board redesign. Conse-

quently, almost all serious semiconductor-related product manufacturers have adopted

some simulation tool. The second advantage is that CAE tools give design engineers

much more insight into the actual product and enable softlvare experiments rvhich can

take the design to the limits of todays technology which makes possible much more

extensive testing of the product operation. This results in the design of unique and

powerful products ultimately to benefit the consumer, be it defence or civil-related.

In the semiconductor industry there is a number of diffe¡eni families of CAE tools

which are usually classified into three categories: low-levei, middle-level and high-

level tools. The low-level simulation consists of simulatins the fabrication of wafers



and semiconductor devices. The middle-level consists

extraction for formulating mathematical device modeis

high-level tools are tools used to finalize the design of

and middle levels have further subdivisions, totalling 7,

of semiconrirlr:fnr oarameter

and circuit simuiation. The

the circuit boards. The loiv

as shorvn in Figure 01.
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Some more important categories include:

1) Process simulation.

Here an engineer will simulate the earliest stages of fabrication of silicon and other

semiconductor materials used today in the construction of microscopic devices ,,vhich

will, eventually, constitute a computer chìp. Processes simulated would typically be

sputtering, deposition and etching. Process modellers are usually finite element codes

which require large-scale computationai efforts, and whose speed of execution can be

accelerated by parallel architectures.

2) Device simulation.

The field of semiconductor device simulation is an important, yet elusive, research

area with the goal of obtaining accurate mathematical models of specific semiconduc-

tor devices. Even the most basic equations used to simulate transistor devices are

very hard to solve, and, even if solved, may give results far from resembling actual

experimental data. For more complicated semiconductor devices, such as the Metal-

oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) and the Bipolar Field Effect

Transistor (BJT) [1], the equations are considerably more complicated and even of

uncertain physical nature, siill debated in the scientific comrn'nitv



3) Parameter Extraction.

Upon successful modeiing of semiconducror devices, the simuiator rvill yield a

number of useful device parameters characterizing a particular semiconductor tech-

nology. The parameter extraction tools, a relatively recent group of tools, rvill applir

modern statistical techniques to further refine the parameters and therebv yield a

compact device model ready for use as a component in higher-level tools. Today the

ttvo fields of device modeling and circuit simulation are growing closer together, and

the significance of parameter simulation tools is increasing proportionalty [21.

4) Circuit simulation.

Circuit simulation is the most critical path in all VLSI designs. The tools have to

be robust, accurate and efficient for very laree circuits with extensive inter-connects.

lVith the emergence of better device simulation tools, the technology manufacturors

will, in the forseeable future, see circuit modellers venturing into the sub-micron scale

design. After proper device models have been formed, a circuit design engineer will use

those models supplied by the lower level tools in a circuit simulation modei in order to

estimate such effects as parasitics in high-speed signal propagation. Circuit simulators

therefore rely heavily on accurate device modeis, as weil as accurate transmission line,

capacitance, inductance and current and voltage source models. The circuit design

engineer will then deveiop a final design of. for exampie, a printed computer board,

and then may use this design in higher level simulators.



5) Higher Level simulators

I group the remaining tools into the so-cailed higher level simulators. This group

is, from a mathematical point of vierv, uninteresting as it does not use any higher

level computation techniques, but rather some basic statistical concepts, and three-

dimensional geometry. The higher level tools include gaie simulators, offering popular

field programmable gate array simulations and functional level tools simulating the

functionaiity of layout design as a whole. This category also includes layout optimiz-

ers, a set of tools used for optimizing the board design, rvhile obeying the specifications

as given by the circuit simulator.

The accuracy and functionality of higher level CAE tooìs is direcily affected by

the accuracy and the quality of results supplied by the lorver level tools. Unfortu-

nately, the most crucial and most inaccurate modeling area is on the level of device

modeling. Although this thesis analyses the so-called middle level tools, I ,,vili ad-

dress the importance of proper device models and how they affect the middle level

simulations later in this work.

This thesis examines the mathematics behind the so-called middle level CAE

tools. The techniques and the aigorithms presented are designed and aimed to im-

prove commercial simulators. Unlike some tools used at the academic level, lvhere

the users have a greater knowledge of the techniques and are given the flexibility

to choose different algorithms to simulate the circuits, a typical industrial simulator

offers no flexibility to the average user who, for lack of knowledge, often expects a

lot mo¡e than an average academic user. In industry, simulation has to be successful



on a wide variety of circuits, and hence, the simulator has to be more robusi than a

comparative academic product.

Today, the trend in the industry is designing structures, be it devices or rvhole

circuits and boards, lvith a smaller and smaller physical size. In high-speed circuit

boards ivith relatively small geometries, sevelal parasitic effects may occur, such as

ringing, overshoot, cross-talk and delay [54]. In order to predict such "parasitic"

effects before actually designing the boards, designers can use the middle-level tools

to simulate the circuit structures thereby cutting out unneccesary production of such

faulty designs. Today there are a number of circuit simulators either developed at

the university level, by software development companies, or internally lvithin a cor-

poration actually manufacturing the product. Companies like AT&T and IBM are

Iarge enough to be able to afford groups of scientisis producing CAE tools internally

for their olvn purposes. Many other companies, though, are forced to purchase such

products, thereby creating a large market for CAE vendors.

The available circuit simulators have a large variation in the techniques and ca-

pabilities they offer to the users. These differences arise as a function of lvhether the

simulator is designed to run on a PC-level, an engineering workstation ievei or at the

super-computer level. By far the largest market for middle-level CAE tools is at the

workstation level. This fact alone imposes many restrictions on the mathematical

and programming techniques to be utilised for the tool, as well as the range and sizes

of the systems that a user wili attempt to simulate. This thesis addresses the mathe-

matical techniques for designing successful ivorkstation-level circuit simulation tools.

Therefore, the techniques discussed do not examine the ability to paraileiize and/or

vectorize the algorithms presented, although these areas themselves present a very im-



portant field of algorithm development. I am therefore assuming that my techniques

are to be subject to rest¡iciions arising because the plaiform is memorv-restricted,

the simulator has to be robust and accurate, the interface has to be user-friendly

(altough not an issue in this rvork) and most important of a1l. the tool has to take a

reiatively short time to simulate the given circuit. One cannot emphasize enough the

significance of the speed of simulation of circuits. Manv times, given tr,vo simulators,

an engineer lvill choose the faster one, even if faced with the fact that he or she may

be sacrificing some accuracy. In the light of these facts, the techniques proposed rvili

establish some optimal ratio betrveen mathematical sophistication and execution iime

of the alsorithms.

The thesis will start by introducing the methods used in circuit simulators to

develop the mathematical equations from a given circuit supplied by the user. The

equations modeling the circuit form a system of nonlinear differentiai-algebraic equa-

tions which must be solved by the simulator. The user, being most likely a clesign

engineer, does not in general have any control, or for that matter, the knorvledge of

how the solutions of the equations are actually attained. As far as the engineer is

concerned, he or she expects the answer in a relatively short period of time rvith some

reasonable accuracy. It is up to the tool vendor to pre-determine and impiement a

robust solver that yields an answer in this acceptable interval.

After Chapier One, this thesis examines the state-of-the art techniques and some

alternatives to the standard methods used in modern circuii simulators. The algo-

rithms presented are arrived at by studying and combating problems of earlier popular

simulators. Therefore, this thesis will address the most common difficulties. from a



mathematicai point of vierv, encountered by the modeling process and rvays to fix

them.



Chapter One - Circui'ü modeling

1.1- fntroduction

Circuit simulation can be divided in trvo distinct phases. namely the equaiion-

assembly phase' followed by the equation-solution phase. This chapter presents the

techniques, occuring in the equation-assembly, for deriving a system of equations in

order to model a circuit entered by a user of a CAB circuit simulation tool. A user

will typically enter the circuit in two rvays. The user will either enter the components

of the circuit directly by the means of a user interface, or a circuit is read. in as a

subset of a much larger net, by the means of a translator from a higher level CAE

tool. The following series of diagrams shorvs schematics of some standard cjrcuiis in

the Greenfield/Phyllis (@Quantic Labo¡aiories Inc.) user interface.

10
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Circuit simulation can be dii,ided in tu'o distinct pìrases. namelv the equation-

assembly phase, followed by the equation-solution phase. Starting from the circuii

input data, a typical simulator will adopt one of the three mathematical formulations

used for describing circuit topology namely, the nodal equation formulation. modified

nodal meihod (MNM), or the sparse tableau method (STX,{), also known as the hybrid

meihod. For the latter method [52], the svstem is assembled by the combined use

of Kirchhoff's current law (KCL) and Kirchhoff's voltage larv (KVL), in conjuciion

rvith branch-behavioral relations for each element present in the circuit and is further

described in Section 1.4. One of the main drarvbacks of this approach is the fact

that for a circuit with n* 1 nodes and ó branches, a system of n* 2å equations must

be solved. The nodal formulation [52] for the same circuii only yields a system

containing n equations. lVhat inhibits the nodal approach, is that ii is restricted

to circuits containing only elemenis that are voltage controlled. The modified nodal

approach [67] is widely used in most commercial simulators, for the reason that it

accomodates non-nodal equations, and its formulation results in a system lvhich has

a larger number of equations than the pure nodal approach, yet considerably smaller

number than the hvbrid model.

1.2 Network Equation Formulation via the Nodal Method

When faced with a task of simulating general nonlinear circuits, the most popular

method of formulaiing the equations efficientì.y is by the means of the nodal method.

In this method, the network equations are formulated in a well knorvn way in terms

of the nodal voltages and then mathematical algorithms such as the Nervton and

Quasi-Newton methods a¡e used to solve the resulting system of nonlinear equations.

Without loss of generality, one can assume thai ali nonlinear elements are of two

I4



types, namely voltage controlled nonlinear resistors, characrerized b¡r the equation i_; -
lr(ue), and voltage controlled current sources, characterizeci b1,' a similar relationship

ir = gr(uj),lvhe¡e i¡ and o¡ âre the current and voltage accross the È-th element, ancl

ar(") is the nonlinear mapping characterizing the behavior of the device. So, therefore

the whole netrvork may be rvritten in a compact form

/ t' \ /ar('") \, Io'l lsz@ùl ,,'=l'l=l . l=s(v) (1'2'1)

\;/ \n,r,,r/
lvhere 1)q,'upt...,upare any of the branch voltages 1)rtr)2t...,u¡. If there are only nonlinear

resistances present, then a = l,þ =2,...,p- å. Then, in the notation of f52l rve have

As(u) = AJ (r.2.2)

where A is the incidence matrix and J is the current vector. Substituting for u, we

get

Ae(û+E)=AJ (1.2.3)

where E is the terminal voltage of the independent voltage sources and ¿ = u - E.

Then, for an n + l-node network, we can write down a s.u-stem of n-nonlinear nodal

equations in terms of the n node-to-datum nodal voltases:

A,g(At un * E) = AJ (r.2.4)

For notational simplicity, we denote un a.s t) and the equation can be written as:

f/-l - ô (1.2.5)

wnere

f @) = A,g(A,x + E) _ AJ

This is a nonlinear mapping whose solution vector, t)we are seeking. The methods

used to arrive at this solution are the subject of this thesis and rvill be presented after

I introduce two other methods for formulating the nonlinear circuit equations.



1.3 Modified lrtrodal Method

The classical nodal method for formulating circuit equations, discussed in the

previous section, has been shorvn to be flexible, computationally effi.cient and to

yield a relatively r,vell-behaved system. As a result it became very popular and is an

iniegral part in many circuit simulators such as the early versions of SPICE, ECAP

II, CANCER, and BIAS-3 [9],[10],[43]. Soon it became obvious that the basic nodal

approach was unsuccessful in handling voltage sources efficiently and was incapable

of handling linear or noniinear current dependent elements. The emergence of some

very useful current-controlled devices called for an alternate method. One of the

main aspects in this inability to model current controlied devices, is the fact that

none of these simulators could model transmission lines, which can be interpreted as

controlled current sources. I here present the so-called modified nodal method (MNM)

[67] applied to network analysis. In formulating the circuit equations by using the

I4NM approach, for a given netrvork we start with the unknown variables as a set of

voltages measured f¡om a common datum node, just as lvith the nodal method. For

exampie, if we take a circuit containing oniy linear independent currect sources and

conductances, the MNM will initially generate the same system of equations as with

the nodal method:

Yu=J (1.3.1)

where Y represents the node admittance matrix, and , and .r are the common datum

voitages and current source vector, respectivly. Where the MNM and the nodal meih-

ods differ, is in circuits containing voliage sources and oiher elements whose currents

control their response. In these instances, the MNM proceeds by introducing those

branch currents as additional variables in the system, and the corresponding branch

behavioral relations as additional equations. To further expand on the numerical as-

IO



pects of this approach I will discuss some pivoting matters that rvill, Iater on. become

very important. For a general circuit the MNM matrix can be rvritten as:

(1.3.2)

where Yn is a reduced form of the nodal matrix excluding the contributions due to

voltage sources, current controlling elements etc., B contains partial derivatives of the

Kirchhoff current equations with respect to the additional variables, and therefore wiil

contain entries of -t and t for the eiements whose branch consiitutive relations are

introduced. The partial derivatives of the branch behavioral reJ.ations, differentiated

with respect to the unknown vector are represented by the other two matrices, C

and D. The right-hand-side vector consists of the circuit excitations which include

the iniiial values of capacitors and other time-dependent elements, discretized using

techniques to be addressed in later chapters.

The MNìvI is used in the most widely accepted circuit simulator for general types

of circuits, the University of Caiifornia at Berkeley CAE group's SPICB simulator

[54],[57]. i rvill discuss the properties of this simulator later. To complete this sur-

vey of diffe¡ent methods used for setting up the circuit equations, I will discuss the

sophisticated sparse tableau method. At the end of that section I will present some

comparison between the MNM and the hybrid approach on a general transistor cir-

cult.

(vn B\ f Y\ - //\\c D/\r)-\F)
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1.4 Nonlinear n-port hybrid method

In this section I discuss the hybrid equation formulation approach for general

noniinear network simulation. Uniike the nodai equation formuiation process, the

hybrid method provides for sources that do not have to be controlled by a voltage

across a device. This avoids one of the main drawbacks of the nodal approach, that

all controlled sources have to be converted into voltage controlled sources. Other

problems with the nodal formulation are that it does not allow the presence of 0e

resistors because the conductance matrix would then contain entries that are infinite

in size, and elements such as ideal t¡ansformers do not have a simple admittance

matrix formulation and therefore are diffi.cult to implement wiihout increasing the

complexity of the network. In the case of nonlinear resistors, the nodal formulation

does not allow any resistors which are current controlled, thereby preventing the

analysis of ci¡cuits containing devices such as neon lamps. Another major drawback

of the nodal formulation is its inabitity to take advantage of circuits that contain a

large proportion of linear elements as opposed to nonlinear ones. The hybrid method,

on the other hand, is well suited to take advantage of such circuits by using the linear

equations to eliminate uneeded variables from the system, thus leaving a much smaller

system to forward to a circuit simulator.

To introduce the sparse tableau method [52], let -A/ be a nonlinear resistive network

that contains linear and nonlinear voltage and current controlled resistors, iinear volt-

age controlled voltage sources, linear voltage controlled current sources, linea¡ current

controlled voltage sources, linear current controlled current sources, and independent

voltage and current sources. Under the assumption [52] that the non-monotonic

voltage controiled resistors do not form loops and non-monotonic current controlled

18



resistors do not form cutsets. one can obtain a hybrid m-pori network ñ t,hrougir a

process of extraction all voltage controlled resistors across m1 voltage ports and ali

current controiled resistors across rn2 current ports, lvhere, of course, my ! m2 - m.

[52] shows thai there in no loss of generality in the assumption. since anv loop con-

taining only voltage controlled resistors can be eliminated by replacing one of the

resistors in the loop by an equvalent combination of a linear resistor in series with

a voltage controlled resistor. Similarl¡ any cutset containing only the current con-

trolled resistors can be eiiminated by replacing one of the resistors by a linear resistor

coupled in paraliel with another current controlled resistor [52], thus preventing the

STN'I from forming singular circuit matrices. We, thus, obtain the reduced netr,vork

.ð/ containing just iinear resistors, linear controlled sources and independent sources.

If the independent sources are time dependent, then the hybrid formulation has to

be repeated at every point in time.

The linear aspects of the rn-port network, ,ú, can then be represented in standard

hybrid notation as:

( 1.4.1)

where î" and it6 ate the known voltage and current vector, so and .6¿ are the suppiied

sources and the 2 matrices are all defined explicitly by the iopology of the circuii.

The determination of the 2 matrices need only be done at the start of the simulation,

unless, of course, a switch is opened or closed during the simulation, thus changing

the circuit topology. To compute the neccessary hybrid relations, the r, - i responses

of the controlled sources are formulated according to the foliowing two equations:

G)=G:: 
";)(;;).(;;)

19
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zo=1, l=l 
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l=*"(o,) (1.1.21

\o-,/ \r-,(i-,)/
/ '^,+t \ / -f-'ar(i-,*t; 1

" f D^,+2 I f 
r^,+z(.i^,+z) 

l=ro1îo1 (1.4.3)'u=l i l=l , I

\ r-,*-, / \.r-,*-,(r- ,+^,) /
Substituting these relations into equation 1.4.1 yields the system of rnr + m2 = m inde-

pendent equations in rn1 unknown cur ent variables and m2 unknown voltage variables,

given by the foilowing system knorvn as the hybrid equations of the nonlinear resistive

netrvork, y'y':

(1 4 4\

(1.4.5)

B"(û") - ãuui^- 2'¡Îu - 3, = o

f"(Îu) - 2^ iu- 2,oîo - Su = o

This system is a nonlinear system of time-dependent differential-algebraic equations.

Differential equations would also be involved if capaciiance or inductance elements

are present. All other equations constitute the algebraic part of the system.

Having derived the differential-algebraic systems of equations for the three meth-

ods, the nodal, modified nodal and hybrid method, I now srvitch the focus to investi-

gating the computation methods used in the solution of the posed equations. In the

following chapter, I will briefly discuss solution methods for DAE's and I rvill address

in greater deatil thê solution techniques for systems of nonlinear algebraic equations.
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Chapter Two - þturnerical Methods

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss some of the basic mathematical properties of computa-

tional techniques commonly used to carry out solutions of systems of nonlinear DAEs

and noniinear algebraic equations. In Chapter One I derived the systems of equations

used to model n-port networks. To this end I wiil assume that the reader is familiar

with some of the basic notation form functional analvsis. topology, diffe¡ential and

differential-algebraic equation theory and numerical algebra. Further explanation of

the principles, theorems and applications of the techniques investigated in this chapter

can be found in the reference section at the end of the thesis. In Section 2, I introduce

the concept of a DAE and horv the methods applicabie to solving general systems of

DAEs can be applied to electrical network simulation. I discuss some basic DAE

terminology and research advances in this particular field and sholv the relationship

between the DAE and the usual approach to network simulation. Section 3 is devoted

to classifying electric network models in an appropriate mathematical setting, after

which, we discuss in a greater mathematical detail the meihods of solving the simula-

tion task. In Section 5, I introduce the Nervton method and its theoreticai origin, as

well as deriving some very important properties of this method, extended to count-

ably infinite dimensional spaces. I show why the Newton method is the method of

choice for solving such problems, and set up an enviroment for introducing the reader

to some cousins of the Newton method, and discussing some serious drawbacks of the

Newton method in Chapters Three and Four.
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2.2 Differential-Algebraic equation soiution techniques

Altough in almost all standard circuit simulato¡s. the network equations are

treated as time-independent by applying various domain discretization techniques,

it is useful to ihink of the netlvork equations as time-dependent and to revierv some

techniques used to carry out the solution of such equations. A system of algebraic-

differential equations (DAEs) consists of a number of coupled ordinary differential

equations and algebraic equations. Equations modelling transistor networks can in-

deed be regarded as DAEs [2], and in this sense can be solved by standard DAE

solution techniques. It was demonstrated at [2] that that standard techniques for

carrying out solutions of systems of ODEs perform quite poorly on systems of DAEs

and, hence, there is a need to study these types of systems seperately. Systems of

DAEs arise in electrical network simulation theory and mechanical many-body prob-

lems. A well-known program to solve special types of DAEs, DASSL [2] can be applied

with iimited success to a small number of circuits.

A major problem experienced in DAE solution procedures is the consistent ini-

tialization of the DAEs. It can be seen in [33], [6S] that very often the algebraic

part of the DAE imposes a consistency requirement thus resulting in the DAE not

having a solution for many initial values. When an ODE solution technique is used. to

solve such systems, small inconsistencies in the initial values may cause the solver to

become prohibitivly inefficient. Consistent initialization can be formulated by exam-

ining the physical relationship between the variables which very often is as big a task

as solving the whole system [33]. Recent DAE software require the user to explicitly

define ihe iniiial conditions for all components. Computing acurate derivatives of the

solution (required by most ODB solvers) further complicates the solution since, for



DAEs, the initial values cannot be determined by simple funcrion evaluation. as is the

case with most ODB programs, rather they are obtaine<Ì by one or more differentia-

tions of the constraint equations and the solution of a svsrem of nonlinear equations

[64],[65]. Since netlvorks containing transistors are regarded as highlv nonìinear, bv

virtue of coniaining exponential terms, small perturbaiions in variables can lead to

large variations in the solution of the same. Phenomena like divergent limit cycles,

bifrucations, and non-uniqueness of solutions can be observed even in the simplest

circuits, thus posing a large diffi.culty to the DAE-fo¡muiation.

Definition l. The initial conditions that admit smooth soJuúions are called consistent initial con-

ditions.

Definition 2. The minimum number of times that all or part of the equation

L(t,y,g') = o

musú be differentiated tvith respect to time,t, in order to determine U' as a continuous function of

g,t is the index of the DAE.

Definition 3. A fuily implicit DAE is one that can be written in the form

F(t,g,a') = 0

Theorem 'J-. Circuit equations are fully-implicit index-7 DAEs.

Proof: See [33]
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The most important question in modelling and carrying out solutions of svstems

via DAE techniques is the question of stabiliiy in the solution of the DAEs [83], [64],

[65], [66]. To apply any solution strategy, one must first consider rvhich ones preserve

the stability of the DAE. Some of the most popular approaches to the solution of

such systems arel

" Explicit solution of the high-index system.

n Differentiate the constraints to obtain a lorver index svstem (unstabilized index

reduction).

' Reintroducing original constraints into the reduced-index system via additional

Lagrange muliipliers (stabiiized index reduction).

o The method of penalty-function stabilization and state-space form.

To apply any one of these procedures safely, one has to verify that the DAtr is

well-conditioned. That can be checked by applying the foilowing theorem.

Theorem 2. The DAE is well-conditioned if the essential undeilying ODE is stable.

Proof: See [33].

According to the following theorem, once conditioning is not a concern, the choice

of solution meihod is a function of the type of problem, computational complexity



and personal taste.

Tlreorern 3. Tåe stability of the original problem is preserved by all of the problem reiormulations

except unstabilized index reduction, tvhich leads to a mild instabilitv.

Proof: See [33].

In circuit analysis the co-called fuily-implicit index-1 DAEs of the form

L(t,a,a') = 0 (2.2.r)

are intensively studied. Most of the DAE software is directed tor,vards efficient solution

techniques of this type of a DAE. As far as the numerical stability goes, the problem

is a close cousin to semi-implicit index-2 DAEs [2],[33],[66]. Since index-1 DAEs are

really the only ones in interest to these works, I will restrict my self to this domain.

The most effective way to demonstrate the coupling betrveen DAE methods and

electronic circuit simulation, is by analysing a iinear homogenous model. Suppose

that we are given a semi-implicit index-1 linea¡ homogenous model:

(Bu)'*Au=0

Cu=g

Let y = Bu. Then one can solve for u by u

system, also known as the essential ODE of

a'+ADg=g

where Qs = u. The essential underlying ODE can

pending if we have the ODE in a conservative form

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

0)'. The underlying ODE

given by:

(2.2.4)

be discretized in two ways, de-

or otherrvise. For example lei us

/ a\-' .
= ["/ (Y

the DAE is



discretize the oDB above using the implicit Euler methocl [J2],[37]. \Ãr'e ger:

An*7 - Un

h +An+LDn+rA^¡1 =0

as a discretization of the conservative form, and

(2.2.5)

Un*f - ln ^, ^'
T*B'D(yn¡v -y")+ An+rDn+L!!n+r =0 (2.2.6)

as a discretization of the non-conservative form [32],137]. Related methods used in

circuit analysis are, for example the Bell projection method [2] or the conservation

of charge in SPICE. Here u(t) rvould represent the nodal voltages and q(u(r)) ,,voulcl

represent the charge.

A number of DAE softlvare products are available. For general purpose problems,

inciuding stiff index-1 IVPs the followinq codes are available:

;OIJ¡J ) YS'I'¡iIVI 'I'YPE AU'1HUTtS
!SODI A(t,y)y':f(¿,y Eindmarsh and Painter
JPRIIVI' A l.y )v':t(t.v Berzins and Furzeland
JASSL l-,'lf r¡ r¡)l-flr \str!t t-v P etzold
IÀ,I.8]X A(t,y)y':f(¡,y) Dueflhard and Nouak

RAI]AU5 ty':f (t,y Hairer, Lubich. Roche
DASAC J ensttzu.tv anatyJ¡J \

Þ4+ô6.;^- +^ n/CCr/ jtewarl and Carracotsio s
DSPARS etl sPaf se matrrc\

,- r^ n / cqil Varquardt
DASSLRT tloot lrnder

--i^-r^n¡C Pelzold
oncurrent DASSL ralcIteI afch?lecfurl

ø+lpacia- r^ D / CCr Skjellum

By far the most highly regarded code is the family of DASSL-based codes. DASSL

iiself has shown to be very effective for solution of large-scale initial value problems,

and has been shown to be the most promising for the further development for solving

systems modeling electrical networks. The outstanding research issues that have to

be resolved before such an attempt is to be successful are: a) Deriving consistent



initial conditions nedded for linear and nonlinear iterations. b) Successful anticipa-

tion of nonlinear/linear system failures, c) Choice ol precondi[ioners and updaiing

preconditioners, essential for DAEs.

I have classified the network simulation task to be one of solving a fully-implicit

index-1 system of DAEs. When discretized, via Buler's, trapezoidal or other numeri-

cal integration techniques, one is faced with the task of solving a system of nonlinear

algebraic equations at each and every point in the time domain. Therefore the repeia-

tive task of solving this nonlinear system is by far the most important issue in circuit

simulation. The techniques commonly used to carry out the solution of systems of

nonlinear algebraic equations are the subject of most of the rest of this rvork.

2.3 Netv¡ork operating classification

In this section I answer the question of what mathematical setting is an appropri-

ate setting for the algorithms to be presented to carry out the solution of the systems

of equations derived in Chapter One. I rvill show that the operating space of an elec-

trical network satisfies the criteria for a Banach space. To this end let (rr,"r,...,rn)

be a vector of unknorvn currents and voltages in any given netlvork. I nolv propose:

Lemma L. The operating space, X, of any given electrical netrvo¡k is a comp\ete normed. linear

vector space ( Banach Space ).

Proof: Let u1 = (rt,t2,...tz,r) and uz = ( A1,g2,...,V") be as above. Then,
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trivially the follorving are satisfied:

ur*uZ=uZ*ur.

(nt + nr) * us = uz * (ur a,t.).

=0 = (0,0,...,0) €X I (r, +d = ur)Vur eX.

À(ot + uz) = Àur * Àu2,) e l?.

(À +pr)u1 - )ur *pur,À,p € ft.

À(lrrrr) = ()p)u1.

0u1 - á, 1u1 = 1¡1.

(2.3. I )

(2.3.2)

\2.¿.JJ

(2.3.4)

( 2.3.5)

(2.3.6 )

(2.3.7)

since a sum of voltages is a voltage and a sum of currents is a current. Norv I define

the norm on the space x as the regular Buclidian 2-norm. lVithout verifying that

this norm indeed satisfies the requirements for a norm function, which can be found

in [61], I will further define a metric on this space given by:

p(ur, ue) = llul - u2ll (2.3.8)

It is trivial to see that p(o) indeed defines a metric. It is triviai to show that X is

complete space under p(ø). Let {u;, i = 1,..., n} be a cauchy sequence in x. Then it is

easy to see that the limit of such a sequence, rvhich of cou¡se converges, is in X, since

the component-wise limit of the real number values of the voltage drops across any

device in a circuit is a real number and likewise for currents and hence X is complete.

Therefore since E is a complete normed 1inear vector space, X is a Banach space.

In analog simulation of electrical networks, the mathematical equations describing

the operation of a particular device are solutions of a system of linear or nonlinear

partiai diffe¡ential equations describing physical properties of regions of operations of



ihe device. The equations aret most of the time, great oversimplifications of the actual

operating properties of the device [2]. These modeis are analytic in their respective

variables, save for switches. In the special case that a switch is thrown open or closed

during a simulation the topoiogy of the circuit is changed, therefore the nonlinear

system of DAEs is no longer valid and a nerv one has to be set up. I can therefore

claim that a set of mappings describing the behavior of a given netrvork are analytic

in thei¡ respective domains. 'We 
can therefore state the follorving lemma:

Lernma 2. The time-state space simu.l ation of a given electrjcal network can be described bv a set

of DAEs that admit analvtic solutions.

Let us denote the complete system of DAEs governing the behavior of any given

network through time as:

/-,F(o)= (Ot(nt,...,ün,t),F2(u1,...,un,f),.F3(u1 ,...,ün,ú),...,Fr(rr,...,ur,¿)) (2.g.g)

where Fr(rt,...,ün,ú) is the given DAE model of the ilh device, u¡ is the vector of

variables and ¿ is time. 'We will now examine the theory behind solving these systems

of equations when discretized with respect to their differential dependencies.

2.4 Newton method - Theorv

As rvas shown in the preceding sections, computer simulation of electrical netrvorks

with semiconductors and other nonlinearities is mathematically equivalent to soiving

a system of nonlinear DAEs. The essential underlying ODE of the system may be

discretized in the time domain by some appropriate numerical scheme. This leads to



a time-dependent system of nonlinear algebraic equations lvhich is repetatively solvecl

at each point in the time domain. The method of choice and the first proced.ure that

I introduce is the analytic Newton meihod(ANlvl) in several variables. To this end,

let

/
F(c)= (rt{nt,...,ün,ú),Fz(tr,...,ün,ú),.F3(u1 ,...,ùn,t),...,F"(tr,...,rr,,t))

be the system of DAEs as in equaiion (2.3.9). After the essential underiying ODE has

been discretized we end up, at time i, with a system of algebraic equations:

¡'r = (Fri(ul,..., ur), Fz¡(*r,..., ur),.Fe;(ur,..., u.),..., F,;(u1,..., rr")) (2.4.r)

For notational simplicity the time subscript, i on the system fuction ¡'(,) shall be

omitted. It can be verified that F(o) is a continuous mapping. Moreover we have

shown that the domain and the range of 11"¡ are a complete normed linear vector

spaces, denoted as X and Y, respectively.

Let there exist an element x* € O, where O is some open subset of X, such that

F(o) maps x* into the zero vector of Y. i.e., ¡" is a solution of the system:

J¡(x.) = Q (2.4.2)

Suppose then that one is trying to find such a vector r. by posing an iniiial approxi-

mation to the solution, say x0. Provided that F(c) is analytic over O, we can expancl

such a system about the initial value by the means of a Taylor series:

F(*o) = F(xO)+F'(x0)(x-x0)+ 
åo"(=o)(*-*o), +...+ *"",o,(o-*0)'+... (2.4.8)

From the Taylor expansion, under certain conditions, to be discussed in greai deiail

a little bii later, one can obtain a very good approximation to the function value by

just retaining the first two terms in the expansion, namely:

r'(x) = ¡(*o) +4(*oXx - xo)
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Then, F(o) at x" is:

0 = F(x.) : F(xo)+ F'(xo)(x' - xo¡

OI

F'(xo)(x.-xo) :-F(*o)

which, in the analytic Newton method is replaced by:

F'(*oX¿-xo) :-F(*o)

This is a linear system of n equations in n unknowns

cumstances, discussed in Section 2.b, can be solved to

say xI, to the actual root of the system by:

(2.4.5)

(2.4.6)

(2.4.7)

ivhich, under appropriate cir-

y'ield a better approximation,

(2.4.8)

This process, of deriving cr from ø0 is then repeated for as many iterations as required

to saiisfy some predetermined converr'ên.c .riteri e 'rhe analytic Newton recursive

formula is:

(2.4.e)

where xÈ is the current Àrå approximation and xÈ*1 is the next approximation to the

soiution. This procedure yields a sequence of vectors {xi} e X rvhich, it is hoped,

converges to the solution, x*. Altough this method is widely used and modified

endlessly for particular systems and implementations, it has a number of practical

ad.vantages:and disadvantages, discussed. in the following sections. Some immediate

questions that arise when using this method are:

o Under what conditions is the sequence of Newion iterates in O convereent?

o If convergent, then does this sequence converge in O?

e1



" Is it neccessary that the Jacobian matrix be nonsingular at each of the iterates?

. What is the order of convergence of this method and ho,,v is it affected bv various

factors?

These questions and more are now ansrvered by analysing the structure of the

Newton Drocess in detail.

2.5 lt{ewton Method - Existence and Uniqueness of solutions

In this section I will examine the Nervton method of finding roots of systems

of nonlinear DAEs whose essential underlying differential equation part has been

discretized rvith respect to its differential dependencies into a system of noniinear

algebraic equations. I will introduce a well knorvn Kanatorowitch theorem fully clas-

sifying the existence and uniqueness of solutions of these systems and the order of

convergence of the ANM. Before this, though, I will introduce a series of lemmas:

Lemma S. @êlgghl,elS¡na) Let A be a linear operator acting on a Banach space, X, into itself,

such that ll,4ll < 1.. Then,

and

ll(/ - A)-'ll r (r - ll-4ll)-'

æ
(r - a\-L - \- ¿r.-) _ /¿,,

É=0

Proof: [62] We first prove the second equality. Let y be an arbitrary but fixed

element inX, and consider the mappitrg a r--r !*Ax, denoted by M. M is a contraction

\,



in x [53] and therefore has a fixed point. say y.. Therefore .!J. = U +.1y". Choose

¿0 = 0 and let ie;] be a sequence of eiemenrs such that ¿,'+1 = Mxj. Then 2r =,, ,2 =
y + Aa,...,rj - a * Ag+...+ A-Ly. Therefore,

y.=Ë Aoa=a*Ay- (2.b.1)
Ë=0

Since y = (I -A)y* has a unique solution for every 9 € X, (1-a¡-t exists, and it is easy

to see that 9* = (1- A)-ty. Hence,

f-

Itl - al-'] y =ÐAna (2.5.2)
È=0

To prove the first proposition, notice that

ll(r-.4)-'ll sllË¿*ll sËtt4l-=(1-llÁll)-' (2.b.r)
È=0 Ë=0

Lemma 4. Let ¿ e X, a Banach space. Then, there exisús / € X', úåe dual of X, such that:

f (,) = ll/llll,ll

Prcof: Letr€7beaúirtarybutfrxed. Defrnes={,lc)s€X,À€n}, thespaceof allscalar

multiples of n. Defrne f on S by f (Àr) = Àlløll. Set p(y) = llyll.

Then, by the Hahn-Banach theo¡em [6t], there exists J extending ,f to X such

that

7(y) s llvll (2.5.4)

But, /(-s) S llyll, therefore, llyll < r. Also, l(r) = ll,ll S llTllll,ll. Therefore llfl¡ > 1. So,

ll]ll = t. And

7@) = llTllll,ll (2.5.5)

We are now ready to introduce the Kantorovich theorem for countablv infiniie

dimensional Banach spaces [53]:

¿.)



Tlreorern +. Ggnlprstish) Let F(r) be a continuous mappìng from an open convex seú, e in

a Banach 
"puce 

X to a Bana.ch space V, such that F åas a well-defrned, G-deriv¿ttive (Gateaux-

Derivative [30]) on Q, denoted as F'(ø). Let x0 € Q sucå tttat lf,þl)j-t u*i"t". Defrne rls -
¡ r-1 r r-l

llfl"{"o¡1 ln(so)ll and ¡.t.s = ll[r'(qo)] ll. Let N(ro,,tù be the r1s-neighborhood of xo. i.e.

If there exists a rcaI number t such that

ll1'(s) - ¡'(g)ll s llls - gll vs,y € Q¿-

and such that r¡sps1 - ho 3 |, then,

there exists an x' e N(eo,?o) I F'(n') - 0 and. the sequence {to} a"n""d by the folloling

¡ecu¡sive rel ationship :

xk+t _ 
"r 

_ 
lr, @u)] 

-'"("*)

which converges to t* at a quadratic rate.

Proof: The proof is presented in [53]. We examine the proof in detail to familiarize

ourselves with some important facts about the ANM, cruciai for forming strategies for

enhancing the ANM for improved performance on highly nonlinear systems such as

transistor networks. We first show that the sequence of vecto.r, {tu} is well defined,

and øÈ €. N(æ0,t0) for ali È, using induction on È:

Clearly, ,r e N(ro,4s), whence:

N(ro,no) = {' e O ¡ |le-soll S 2qo}

llr'('o)-¡',("')ll t|ilnr-n'¡=T (2.5.6)



and

..T .. ^ l-lf , rllp'i"';1 [¡'("') - F'(q')]ll I (2.5.7)

r ^ r-1 T

s ll[r'{s'¡] llllir'1'o¡ - r'(s')]ll
'ina h¡ I< uñ_:_j: < __: < _-'" 2 - 2 - +

Consider the invertible bounded linear operator, M(') from X into itself, defined by:

M(x)=r- 1.,("')]-'l.,,no)-r,(s')] (2.5.8)

The inverse of. titt(n) is bounded because:

F - -l

llM-'ll = ll lr - [o,t"'l]-' [.,,n0, - r,t"l] | ¡ (2 s e)
L 'I

which, by the Banach Lemma is

s 1- lll.,("0)- r,(e')]-'[",("ol]ll (2.5.10)

< (r - 4#)-' usíns(2.5.7)

Postmultiplying the Jacobian matrix by M(") yieids

tr'(xo)M - F,(,0) fr- lr,fnrll-'fo,(ro) - ¡,(",)ll = (2.5.11)
L 'J

- F'(t') - F'("0) * r'(r1) = F'(tt).

and hence

rt-t (p' ("0)) -t = (r'1rt¡¡ -t (2.5.r2)

Therefore

ll[r'q"'¡]-'¡¡ = ¡¡r-' l"'(no)]-'ll (2.5.13)

s llM-'llll [",("')] 
-'ll

s (t - tto!'l0)-r 
uo

' (t - uotno)-' uo

= lJl
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Norv define the Nervton shift operator 16(o) rvith respecr to rhe current iVervton iierate

byt

Fs(c) ="- lr,(".)]-'r(r) (2.5.14)

r r -1| 
-,/ ^\ 

| r

Srnce [f'(e')] is a constant matrix, differentiating (2.5.Ia) a[ ¿0 yields

i r ^ r-1
åoo(to)=t-Lr,(so)l F,þo) (2.b.1b)

=l-l=0

Also,

(2.5.16)

and

,t = (2.5.LT)

=,ro - (F'(so))-tFlro¡

= Fo(eo)

Hence,

["'r"'l]-'r'1,'¡ = (2.5. I 8)

= ¡.o("0) _ Jto(rt)

= Fo("0) - ro(rt) -.F's(so)(¡o -,t)

=p0

Choose à in E*, such that if € e X, ¿({) = ll4ll, and llåll = r. (We know that À is well

defined by Lemma 4).

Then, by the Mean Value Theorem [61],

n(ro(eo) - ¡o(")) = (hno)'(t)('o - ,') (2.b.1e)

óo

r r -ll-¡z flrl --, 1.lf lt- )l f {n')=L '- ',l

I n ¡ lr
- 

t- 
- 

H^t +'I



where û = 0x0 + (1- d)¿1, for some P € (0,1). Thus.

Since

we have that"

h(?o) = (2.5.20)

= llg0ll

: ((hno),(î) - hF,6(to))(so - ,t)

= h((F,o(î) - 17,o(ro))(ro - ,t)

S llållllr''0(t) - ¡'o('o)llllso - e'll

F' o(ã)- r'o(ro) = (f',(qo)) -' [¡,("0) - ¡'(rt)] (2.5.2r)

llPó(â)- rj(¡ro)¡¡ = (2.5.22)

= ll (r,("0))-'(o,,r', - ¡',(qo))ll

s ll (r'1s'¡) 
-'llll"'(t') 

- r'(so)ll

s u.rþ:;4

Using equation (2.5.22) we rewrite (2.5.20) becomes

h(?r) = (2.s.2s)

/ . 
-l

lllF'(øu) I .Fl¿1)ll"\ '-'/
ll-0 _ -1tl- |z 3ll._ ttol ,_

nR
= poi

horÌo

2

Since (r'(et)) = M-L (¡,(eo)), we have

(F' (s,)) F (st ) = M -, (r,qøo¡) r'1ø1 ¡

q,7

(2.5.24)



lll"(¿t)l'1ql¡¡¡ = (2.5.25)

= llM -r(",t"rl) 
-'.(n' 

)ll s ll,rr-' ll ll (o,fn')) 
-'.(., 

) ll

. (, _åo\-1ào?o _ P-,10\-tho\o _ 2 hs'rys>\'-7l 2 = \ 2 / 2 =z-t" 
2

t( r \. t h¡no
= z \r _.9 

)nono 
s ¡G - ,i,l

= rlt 1 rlo

Recall that we defined ho=-1ro4o,t so we set,

ht = Tþtrtt (2.5.26)

and it follows that

h.-

= ^ll-LtTlL

7 I hs\s
= 

-¡rÀ- 

--------!-a lt ( a"\rv^ < | t \..ù..t)l-nO lL-l't6
1 |,

nõ

- tl= hæ
^1<2h7<;"-2

Thus, in general we set

so. therefore

and,

,,. _ ltr-t
tE- ¡

¡ ¡!E-l

I hr-tnp-t
n, - - ---ll---l-11--l'lE - a t t

¿ I - nlc-I
- rA

, I Dí-t
ll¡ =;;--f¡

" lr - hr-r)

l-,, ¡'l -l
Fr(s.) =e- l¡'(e")l r(q)

LJ
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(2.5.28)

(2.5.2e)

(2.5.30)
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and ¿È e ,A/(eo, no).

and assume thai for È = I,2,.. ., N the follorving hold:

lllr'1"u,1-'o(no)ll . nu (2.5.32)

ll[r'1'0,1-'ll ' ,, (2.5.3s)

t , = tro,tu^t Sï e.5.84)

To complete the inductive argument, lve need to shorv that ¿fr+l is well defined
r, ../ " \ -and in N(so,lo). To do this, we first note that

gÈ*1 = *, - (F,(rr)) -tf lru)\- \= // - \s ./ (2.5.35)

is a difference between two well-defined quantities, and therefore well defined.

ñ. u ../ ^ \ ,, I I -)lncet'-c N (r",qoJ,,h;1ä torallt€ lt,Àl,wehave4; <*,1,_rforsamei. Therefore

this yields

ll"Ë+t -r0ll < ll"**t -rÈll+ llsÈ -,*-tll+...+ llrr -soll (2.5.s6)

Srlo+4t*q2*...+nr

tqo+ |r,*þr,*...+þn,
12''lo

it

Strict, as there are only finitely many terms.

Hence, ø't+1 is in the ball,,V(e0,lo). By mimickingthe proof for the À = 1 case, we

get the following relationships:

111
hr+t S i, rx+t 1 t'6rr, nr+t < )nr e.5.87)
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This establishes theexistenceof a solution in rile ball_,t,'(zo,lo). \\re norv harre to shou,

that the sequence of Newton iterates, {eu} .orru"rges to the solution by shorving that

the sequence is Cauchy and convergent in the initial ball. To this encl- let the sesuence

of Nervton iterates be defined by

(2.5.38)

To show that the sequence is Cauchy, let e > 0 be arbitrarily given. Let À, / e ft.

Then, there exists an integer m such that

llr* - r'll = ll"Ë - rþ+-ll = rtr *
m-L 't

--, \- '= rtr L Z, 
< 2rlr

1

,'7u
1

-! 
-m,z-

(2.5.3e)

Since lim¡*- Itlrl = 0, the terms of the sequence of Nervton

to each other, i.e. there exists an integer y'/ such that for

iterates get arbitrarily close

any two integers p,q rve have

ll{ -,oll < e (2.5.40)

Hence the sequence is Cauchy. Note, as X is a Banach space, therefore complete

under the induced norm, the sequence of Neivton iterates above, converges in X to

some element, say ¿". This prooves that the Newton sequence has a limit. We nor,v

shorv that that iimit is the solution of the nonlinear system of equations.

Sub claim I. The limit of the seguence of Newton iterates will converle to the zero of the continuous

mappingF(c):XeY.

Proof of Subclaim 1: Observe that
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llr,(sË)ll = (2.5.41)

= llF,(u 
É)_ F,(ro)+ r,(eo)ll

s llF'(co)ll+ llF,(¿È) - ¡"(qo)ll

< llr'(eo)ll* *
2

and that

F'(æk¡6r+r - rk\= ryxk¡ (2.s.42)

It follows that limr** lløÈ+t - r*ll = 0 and

O = *l,lå ll(øÈ) = r'1".¡ (2.5.4J)

We now shorv that the rate of convergence of the Newton method under the assump-

tions of the Kanatorovich theorem is quadraiic.

Subclaim 2. The sequence of the Newton ite¡ates converges to the solution at a qua.dratic rate.

Proof: Observe that,

and

Since,

we have

't t2
û= ,6!* <znï

hz < 2h? < 8åå, . . .,hr S )eü'l

I hr-fip-t
qk = ;.--;-¿ L- nk-l

(2.5.44)

(2.5.45)

(2.5.46)

¡tr t hx-flr-t < hr-{hk-zqk-2) (2.5.aT 
1

t h¡,-fi¡-2(hr-snr-s)... (2.5.48)
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Observe

So then equation (2.5.4S) becomes

(2.5.+e)

(2.5 50)

(2.5 51)

(2.5.52)

(2.5 .53)

(2.5.54)

/t ( ((\

that if F(.) has continuous second

(2.5.57 - Lipschitz)

convergence, recall from

- '* Y, the following is

k

\- r"-j -/J-

and ff=, 2h-r - 2o - r, and hence

llr. - roll 12-k+t (roo\'.-t ro\ -/

o,t 'l

< 2zr-' - L h1r-, 2tr-' -, h1r-, . . . hoqo

- 
I o2r-r 

^tr-r 
I nrr-2 ,2k-2 I .rrÀ-3 aoi-3= 22" h'o U2' h6 *2" ho . . .hono

1 ¡ t?k-L , u2h-2 , r 2È-3

= $; (zao) lzno) l2ho) . ..horto
)l-;=tt ' / \

1 t r5-* 2k-;- ,ôr tur=!= -a:;1zne ¡ \o2-'-r- \ /
1 t r2À-1< 2rl2ho) \o

because z!s*! > 22.

Finaily, to establish quadratic convergence, note

G-derivative on N("0,'lo) und

t = rrn{llr"(xo,h,h¡1y r co € N("o,rro)), n € X, llåll = 1) (2.5.56)

then, if hto = psqsL, and zn'o( åe, F(o) has a root in,,r/(eo,lo)) to which the sequence of

iterates {¿È} converges at a quadratic rate, whenever h'o<2.Therefore, if ¿ is readily

available it is advantageous to use it rather than 7. To show this, we firsi have that

2po¡toL ( å6 so by the generalized Mean Value theorem [61] the foì.lowing inequaliiy

holds:

llP'(s) - r'(s)ll s ¿lle -sll

and hence L < 7. Therefore to show the quadratic

[53],[25],[40] that for a twice differentiable operator,

rate of

say l:
Àa\



true:

ttr (e + n) -ttnt- ((x+¿)ll <\- /" -
rf

S j'up { llr" (e + {n,¿Ê |

(2.5 .5 8 )

(2.5.5e)

.ì.,n)ll,o<{< l¡ilåll'?')

So then. in particular

which shows that the sequence of Newton iterates converges to the soiution at

ouadratic rate.

An another important question is under what conditions are we guaranteed that

the solution to the system of nonlinear algebraic equations r,vill be unique in X?

In case of a iinear system of equations the answer is easy, namely the solution is

unique as long as the system matrix is invertible. But, in general, we do not have

any criteria'çvhich will show uniqueness of solutions or even the number of possible

solutions. However, under certain conditions we can guarantee that the solution, ø*

will be unique inside the initiai K-sphere N ("o,ao), which is of utmost importance

to the Newton method. Armed with such information, one can monitor the Newton

process' and require, for example, that the sequence never be allorved to venture

outside the iniiial K-sphere. More on controlling the Neivton process in Chapters

Three and Four. To prove uniqueness in a local sense, rve need the follorving lemma:

Lemma 5. The conclusions of the Kanatorovich theorem hold if the radius of the initial Newton

ball r¡s is replaced with a smalle¡ quantity qop(ho), where

ll¡(s+ n) - r(s) - F' (ø-,/,)ll s å¿llÀll'?

^/L \ lt+-/êfi1P\no)= L--, .J

,1.)Id



Proof: Let p(h)=aF. To shorv llso-sÈll < ryop(Ào) for ali À. consicler:

Ttx+rP(h¡*r) - /t < ßn\

,=------;--ll-\/I-å¡+rl
= 1r+r I 

-;-- 
|

L n¡+r .l

rl hrqr 1

= - l-l2Lt- hkJ

l(1- àr) - {T=zF+1=T*L-- À* l
¡r - ./T=TE1=nrl n, J-'o

= q*p(he) - nr

, l. ( h? \
' - \/ '- \ ?l:T;T iv'----;/ /ia--\-:t { |

I \(1-Ât1r /

where å¡ and rt¡ arê, as in the Kanatorovich theorem. Then, by the triangle inequality

we get

lleo-"oll < (2.5.61)

< llro - cl¡¡+ ¡¡¿1 - "2ll+... + lløÈ-1 - u 
È¡l

1 nt + Tz* ...* nn-t

= \o p(ho) - qt p(ht) * ry p(ht) - nz p(hz) -f rrz p(hz) + . . . + nt - t p(fu - t) - rr r" p(hr)

= T"p(ho) -'¡trp(hr) < qop(ha)

and hence the lemma is proven.

Theorem 5. (I{antorouich) Let all hypothesis of theorem 4 hold and in addition, let N(ro,qo)

be replaced *;tn N (eo , rtopØù) , where p(ho) = (*Fñ). Then there exisús a unique vector, say

x' e N(so,rrop(hù) such that F(c-) = 0.

Proof: It can be verified that

rl¡, = T* p(ht) - rtr+tp(hn+t)
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This identity in turn implies that

/ tt rt2
\P\nr)) = (2.õ.63)

- (t +.,/t -ãt.q,\'?_1-----.--..--:--|
\/,r)

_ L+zJT-2îl+t-ztt,
h7

- ,¡L + JT=1ñ - hr1'L-----J
_ 2p(hr) - L

h¡'

_ 2rn*, n(O,,,,
h¡qn r\"n+tt

Now, suppose that ¡ is a root of r(e) in N{ro,ryop(äo)} different from c'. Since â e't-)-
r\

Nlro,rtopØo) f , we also have that
L ')

llso -¿ll < nop(ho) (2.8.64)

Therefore there exists ( € [0, r) such that

llqo-¿ll <Çrtop(ho)

Since ¿ is a root, it is a fixed point of the Nervton sequence, so therefore

Fo(q) =¿- l.,tn'l]-'o(") (2.b.6b)

-s.

Arguing along the lines in theorem 4, we have

llâ-s'll = ll¡o(s)- ro(eo)ll (2.5.66)

= llFo(¿) - ro(eo) - rd(eo)(¿ - so)ll
I

S )uotllø--'oll'
1 ""< 
)uoß'n3p2(ho)
I ., ,27tp(ht)

= 2potÇ"qóffi
_ polrloqte2 p(ht)

ho

= ,ltez p(hù

1Ð



since /rq = porlo^l. Therefore.

llc - eoll = cp(ho)no (2.5.67)

and

llê - s'll < C2 p(h')ry (2.5 68)

to compleie the proof, we again use induciion on ,t. Assume that

ll¿ - e*ll = e" p(hr)nn (2.5.6 e)

From theorem 4, it follows that:

ll¿-¿Ë+1¡¡ = (2.5.i0)

= llro(ô) - Fo(cÈ+t¡ - Fó(¿x¿ - ,u*,)ll
I

s )urlli- 'oll'

Now, by assumption,

ll¿ - stll < et' p(hr),h (2.8.7r)

< |rrr (c'r)' n" {nr)n?

,,, *rzr*, rl*+tP(hr*r) 
,fíl\ , 'lknk

= r2rr, hrqr+tp(hr+t)
t 

l'rt

Hence,

ll¿ - tr+t¡¡ 1e'r*' p(hr+r)q*+, (2.5.72)

Now, since

P(ht)',,n.\Prr
.\nr 

. (2'5'73)

nk

and r¡¡, = h, equation above is then

,h,<=-
nkpÈ7

2

Po7

40



ut {rr} J, and hence

,.-ak2^
.llm(- 

-FU
,t-æ IJO^I

and the sequence of Newton iterates {e*} .oorr"rges to a in,v{'0, a6}. But N{"o,n6} e

N{"o,lo}, and .i"." {e*} is Cauchy it follorvs that !: ¡', and the theorem is proven.

So we have shown that the solution vector to the svstem of nonlinear equations

is unique within some initial K-sphere, provided certain criteria are satisfied, and

furthermore is unique for any single choice of the initial approximation to the solution

vector. It is very important to note that the theorem says nothing about global

uniqueness of the zero of the system. From a computational point of view, however,

ii is also important to note that given an initial approximaiion to the solution, if the

radius of the initial K-sphere is small, is preffered to having the radius of the initial

sphere too large. Contrary to the fact that one would iike to have a large initiai radius,

and consequently a large subset of the space on which we may claim uniqueness of

solution, the larger radii of K-spheres cause the Nervton method to cover a greater

area 'when searching for a solution. This points directly to the fact that if the length

of the Nervton vector becomes large, then something is not quite right wiih eiiher

the initiai point or the system itself. I will now discuss properties of the Newton

method and some basic numerical characteristics by examining its implementation in

electronic netrvork simuÌation software.

(2.5.7.r)

Àa
=I



chapter Three - ANlvl and network simuiation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will examine the implementation of the Nervton method for

solving a system of nonlinear algebraic equaiions derir.ed from fulì.y-implicit index-

1 differential-algebraic equations whose essential underlying ODEs have been clis-

cretized with respect to its differentiai dependencies. In particular we will examine

the implementation and some resulis on circuits rvhose network topology has been

modelled by the sparse tableau method (hybrid method) of Chapter 1, Section 4. By

examining the performance of the ANM on some standard circuits, we will exhibit

some serious drawbacks of this solution procedure and set up some groundwork for

combating the limitations of the ANM. It should be noted that these ]imitaiions of

the ANM are independent of the way the circuit modei is set up. Therefore the

limitations are applicable to the nodal and modified nodal methods, as rvell.

3.2 ANM and Sparse Tableau Method

In this section, I examine the implementation requirements for simulating net-

rvorks whose branch and nodal constitutive relations are modelled via the sparse

tableau method (STM). Recall from Chapter One the system of DAEs modeling a

nonlinear resistive network is:
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8.(v') - ?uuvu - ?uøia- So = 0

f"(iu) - ?uuv^ - Z"ui¡ - Su = 0

In order to ease the notational burden, I rvill simpll, represent

topology equations by

(1.4.4)

(1.4.5)

the STI{ netrvork

A¿*Bs=0 (3.2.1)

where e is a vector of unknown voltages and currents(cailed probes), q is the vector

of known voltages and currents(called sources), both ai some arbitrary point in the

time domain, t. The matrices of constants A, B are the coeffi.cients of the STNI circuit

topology equations. Without loss of generality all nonlineariiies in the netlvork can

be written as functions of the unknown voltages, therefore only currents need to be

linearized [8],[11]. Under these assumptions, we can solr,,e 8.2.1 by the procedure de-

scribed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4. To start, \Me assume that the essential underìying

ODE of the system has been discretized in the time domain. As far as the network is

concerned, this translates into discretization of the time-dependent ODEs associated

with the capacitors in the circuit. The capacitors can be explicitly present in terms of

devices or impiicitly as parts of mathematical models associated rvith the transistor

devices in the circuit. Some examples of the implicit capacitances are Meyer capaci-

tances , models describing short-channel effects, body effects, static feedback effects,

cutoff region effects, punch-through effects, saturation region [1],132] of MOSFET

transistors, charge storage effects of non-ideal diode models and many more.

The time-dependent components are discretized by numerical integration tech-

niques in two ways: passively and adaptiveiy. The passive disc¡etization technique

consists of discretizing the time domain by applying the trapeziodal numerical in-

iegration to the derivatives associated with the capacitors, over a user-defined step
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size' The time intervais are therefore uniform in length as the points at rvhich the

algebraic system is to be solved are evenlS, spaced. I¡. the passive technique, ii ¡hc

Nervton meihod fails to solve the resuiting system at some point in time, the time-

siep is shrunk at the last point in time rvhere the nonlinear system was successfully

solved. This time-step reduction has no real theoretical justification, and it is hopecl

that the resulting system at this new point will not be too different from the previous

one' so that the solution vector can be used successfully as an initial approximation

to the solution of the system at the nerv, reduced, time step. The process of step

reduction is repeated until either the system is solved or the time-step becomes too

smail and the discretization process stasnates.

The adaptive process [32],[54] is carried out by calculating the nerv timestep after

the system of discretized equations has been successfully solved at some point in

time. The nerv value changes progressively as a function of the capacitor integration

formuias. The step chosen is one that minimizes the numerical error associated wiih

the discretization over each ODE in the essential underlying system of the ODEs.

Sieps chosen in this way do not, however, guarantee maximal performance of the

DAE solver, as most of the capacitors can be successfuily discretized at very iarge

steps, yielding systems of nonlinear algebraic equations spaced far apart in time and

easiiy solved. The theory and implementation of numericai integration techniques is

not a subject of this wo¡k and can be found in la8]. For now, let us assume that

the STM system has been discretized, either adaptively or passively and we are faced

with the task of solving the resulting system of algebraic equations at some time, ¿.
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To solve (3.2.1) tve segregate the source vector into linear and nonlinear functions

of the probes.

r r/"-\Ac* lBr B,rlf =' l = 0L J \€"r,/
(3.2.2 )

lvhere q is the part of the source vector containing sources given as linear functions

of the probe vector, s", is the remaining pari of the source vector corresponding to

the sources given as nonlinear functions of the same probe vector, c. We rervrite the

system as

AalB¡s¡*B¡¡s,¡ (3.2.3)

To solve this system we follow the procedure set out in equtions (2.4.4) and (2.+.0), to

linearize the nonlinear equations and substituie for s,r to give:

Ac * Brsr + B"r lqo + c'"rc] (3.2.4)

lvhere gr is the operating point and q'", are the derivatives of the nonlinear variables

taken from the nonlinear equations with respect to the probes (the Jacobian). With-

out loss of generality [8],[11],[12], we can assume that all nonlinear sources are written

as functions of the voltages in the circuit. The device response curves are one-to-one

so, from a mathematical point of view, the assumption does not make a difference.

Therefore, we further decompose (3.2.4) by separating the unknowns into voltages and

currents to get

Aur, * A;e; * B¡s¡ * B"l þo + g'"rg,] (3.2.5)

whereB=(B¡ B,¡).

lo, * B"¡ þo + eí,rJ]ø, * A;c¡ * Bnrso * Brsr

Define Ã' - Au *8"¡s/"¡ to write (3.2.6) as

A'¿, * B.î

(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)



rvhe¡eê is the vecto¡ Çi). Eq""tion (3.2.7) as used in the STII represents the s¡istem of

algebraic equations iinearized at some point in the time domain, and corresponds to

the equation (2.a.5). We can therefore apply the same reasoning, and form â sequence

of Nervton iterates according to the formula in equation (2.4.9)

gÈ*1 = gË - A'-1 [n'rt + gjl (3 .2.8 )

or

Ã'lx.+t-.qu] =-lo'"u*u¡] (3.2.9)

Finally, cancelling common terms, we get that the Nervton iterative step for a system

of nonlinear circuit equations set-up via the STM is

Atîk+7 = -Et.6 (3 .2. 1 0)

This is a n by n linear system of equations that needs to be solved to yield the

next Newton approximation. Notice that solving this equation will actually yield

successive approximations to the solution, in contrast to equation (2.5.44) which yields

the Newton displacement vector, pË.

We now shift our focus on to the question of efficient solution of systems of linear

equations as given in (3.2.10)

3.3 Linear system solvers

So far we have carried out the simulation of semiconductor networks by first

invoking one of three network modelling procedures, such as the STM and MNM.

The device equations are extracted and form a system of nonlinear DABs which are

discretized in the time domain to form a sequence of systems of nonlinear algebraic

<t



equations rvhose solutions we are seeking. At anv one parricular point in time rve appl¡,

the Nervton method to solve the system. The Nervton process rvill yielcl a sequence of

iterates that rvill, hopefully, converge to an acceptable soluiion. Therefore, by far the

most repeated process in the simulation is the solution of svstems of linear equations

obtained by the linearization of the nonlinear algebraic equations.

The science of effi.cient solution of systems of linear equations is over.rvhelming,

to say the least. The field is extremely active even today, rviih new procedures and

algoriihms surfacing at an outstanding rate. The science of solution of iinear svstems

can be broken down into a felv subcategories: solutions of dense matrices, solution

of sparse matrices, parallel processing algorithms, solution of specially structured

problems, such as banded, tridiagonal, block-sparse, diagonally dominated, bordered,

and many more. So the field, and consequentiy the techniques of carrying out the

solutions rely heavily on the particular structure of the matrix. Let us, by example,

look at some structures of the Jacobian mat¡ices from the circuiis presented in figures

5, 6 and 7 drawn in MATLAB (@The Mathrvorks Inc.)
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Figure 05 - Backplane Jacobia¡r matrix (128 by 128)
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It is clear ihat, in general. the sparse Jacobian ¡naiiices found in the equatio¡

(3.2.10) are not of anv pariicular structule at all. Tllere is no sranciarci x,a},- of re-

ordering these matrices to even attempt some strucr,urins. and therefo¡e to be able to

apply siandard structure-explioting algorithms. To funhel emphsize horv imporrani

efi6.ciency of linear system solvers is in circuii simulation. I will present some d.ara

that sholvs a break-down of the percentage of time speni on the solution of the iarse

Backplane circuit as a function of the total simulation time.
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We can see that 67.2 percent of the amount of the rotal simulation time is spent

on solving linear systems if one choses say an LU-decomposition to carry oui this tasli

even with sparse storage techniques. So, even a minute improvement in solution time

for linear systems compounded over many Newton iterations and over manv points

in time domain would result in a tremendous amount of overall savings. It is for this

reason that I discuss some basic issues in the solution of such linear svstems.

There are two main approaches to solving square systems of linear equations.

The first is the so-called di¡ect or domain decomposition. This is the most common

solution type, where the system matrix is expressed as a product of simpler matrices

such as LU, QR, LDU [36] and the solution is obtained by solving linear systems with

each of these simpler matrices as the coefficient matrix. The other approach is via

the so-called iterative solvers. This family is based on taking an initial approximation

to the solution, as with the Newton Method, and iteratively arriving at the solution.

Since the linear systems associated with electrical circuits are in general quite

large and sparse, as seen in Figure 06, this sparsity of has to be a primary factor in

selecting a linear equation solver. In contrast to circuit simulators at the university

level, where users have practically unlimited amount of time to carry out the solution

of the systems as well as technical know-ho',v for choosing the right linear solvers to

suite particular circuits and the structures of the corresponding Jacobian matrices,

the commercial simulator packages wiil in general provide the user with little or no

choice as to the technique selected to solve the netwo¡k. This is because the design

engineers will very often be quite unfamiliar with computational mathematics and the

methods used in this field. Consequently, designers find it difficult to make the choice

of an equation solver satisfying the requirements, usually of being sufficiently robust
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and expedi¡ious in finding solu¡ions of these svsrems. ij¡',,,'s1,s¡. clirierenr sorvers can

have enourmously different effects in the softrvare. so ¡aj.s is actuaiiv a !¡eri; se¡ious

and sensitive decision. As the sizes of circuits grow. so do the sizes of the associated

simuiation models and one has to consider methods less aiîec¡ed by problem size. such

as iterative solution techniques for solving linear svsterrs. The problem is that as of

yet ihere are no iterative equation solving algoriihms rvhich are as robus¡ as direci

methods in handiing general non-structured, non-positive definite mat¡ices [55]. It is a

general consensus, although some optimistic ¡esearche¡s rvill disagree, that one should

not expect to see a general case iterative linear system soLver. Given the robustness

requiremenis fo¡ comme¡cial. softlvare, rve therefore choose to soive the linear svstems

directly by means of matrix(domain) decomposition. To choose a direct solver, rve

have to require ihat the sparsity in the mat¡ix decomposirion be preserved under all

circumstances, because of numerical storage requirements and speed of calculation.

In the follorving table I present some data comparing the effciency of trvo pivoting

strategies for performing an LU decompositon of a sparse circuit matrix. In the fourth

column IÃ/e see ihe number of non zero elements before the decomposition takes place.

The fifth column gives the number of non zero elements after the decomposition using

the maximal column pivoting. The sixth coiumn gives the result using the il,Iarkowitz

pivoting criteria.
Mamx
n1ñÞ

Condi¡ion

Number

Non - zero.s

dt Jl,rll L

Non - zeros

¡r o..i /^lá\q\ V¡¡glV¡U/l

Non - zeros

a¡ end (nurrkowirz)
LiÂ'l'I,ìi 124 ,472,600 565 1108 690

PETER 330 705 650 820 /)v
BIG 290 /loo 2495 2175

SRFLIP 50 2.783e12

SINGLR 11,1 1.340e06 5J9 r r20 o/J
DRTIERI 95 754,840 86r )1Á\ I 130

DRTIER2 t9t r 89,348 i 827 /17. l1 2235

Figure 09 - LU decompositiou data
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The table examines the effect of two pivoting strategies for d.ecomposing non-

preconditioned, non-structured sparse circuit matrices. The flrst strategy is to maxi-

mize the numerical stability of the decomposition process bv selecting maximal entries

as pivots for the LU decomposition. The second strategy is the so-called Markorvitz

[8]'[11],[12] pivoting, that compromises between preserving numerical stability and

minimizing fill-in during the decomposition. The Markorvitz algorithm rvili calculate

possible pivots according to the following criteria.

Let

={tt xf oand't>(€, n+t\lat)}

denote a set of all possible pivots in a given matrix, where g is a value representing the

smailest possible pivot which wilt be allowed, typicaliy to-oo(it is varied to increase or

decrease the numerical stability of the decomposition) and rc is some fraction (typically

10-0t) of the largest element in the matrix, Max. The chosen pivot is the one that

minimizes the product

ptgl(r',. - 1) * (p"",,^, -l)l
where P,o. is the number of nonzero elements in the rolvs and pcotumn is the number

of nonzero elements in the columns of the matrix. By comparing the fifth and sixth

columns of the table in figure 09, by using the Ma¡kowitz pivot selection criteria,

the amount of fill-in in the matrices is reduced by approximately a factor of two,

representing an enormous amount of computational saving.

In the third column of figure 09, we find the condition numbers of the matrices.

From a numerial standpoint, such condition numbers are undesirable as far as the

Newton method and the linear system solvers are concerned. From the Kantorovich

theorem, we can find a bound on the radius of the initial K-sphere that will, under



appropriate conditions, contain the solution vector. But. if the condition number

of the Jacobian matrix is extremely large, then quaniities such as ¡¡fr,1r0¡l-tll on¿
r r -1ll[r'{"'¡1 r(su)ll may be arbitrarily large thereby invalidating the conditions set forrh

in Theorem 4. Problems of this and similar nature are discussed in Chapter Four.

lVe therefore assume that the systems of linear equations are solved by performing

an LU decomposition with the Markowitz pivot-selection criteria.

3.4 Some experiments

In the previous t'wo sections I have referred several times to the dificulties the

ANN{ experiences during simulation of general transistor netrvorks. In this section

we investigate the performance of the ANN4 on some circuits and by means of real

industrial examples, point to the these difficulties. i will start by investigating a two

Level-3 Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors in an inverter confisura-

tion. The circuit is shown in Figure 10.
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A DC-voitage source oi a consian¡ J i'oiis is r,lr¡iie,::v rile soirrce

nn"r" ^1 iho P-^^ì..rizeci I'IOSFET, P2(shon'n beÌoiçr ici ;ne rj.ulacj.onr¡¿vu ¡rrvut !I, I

tion. The time-r'arvins nulse- I/.9 is :nnlierì ïn ¡hp ri"e'-' rrró yu¡Jç) y r. rò _^_,llll ¿[ trne ,gAtg

transis t ors.

Figure 1L - Mos-inverter input pulse

Figure 12 - MOs-inverter output signal
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In the graoir on ilÌe lei¡ sicìe in .Fisure

circuit response. In ¡ire r,,'inciorv ìabeieti ,'-c

pulses plotted togerher. It is obvious rhar

rvished.

T NÞUÞ = >.ILI¿6LEI6

;^^ l-^^-

A voltage probe is placed betrveen the drain porrs of both transisrors. The simu-

lation will begin rvith the steady-state solution of the circuir, folloived by the t¡ansienc

solution for 50 nano-seconds lvith predefined [imes¡ens of 1 nano-second,s each. The

physical parameters of a particular t¡ansisior are lisreci in Figure i3. The definitions

of the MOSFET parameters can be found in [1],[32], [4J].[54],[57],[5S].
*SUBCIRCUTT FOR N-CI{ANNEL MOSFET
*WITH THREE OPEN PORTS
'þS]ß4BOL NMOSGE}J
fPORTS DRÀIN GÄTE SOURCE
.SUBCKT À_NOBL234
ML L 2 3 4 NMOD W=735.8U L=1.2U AS=3002.1o ÄÐ=3002.1p
+PD=735.8U PS=735.8U
.MODEL NMOÐ NMOS (LS/EL= 3 ToX= 2E-B
+RS = ¿+.J+6t)4t

+UO
f .a¡,V = !¿- O

+ THETA - 0.1133679
l ss¡-Jv = L.¿>Jö.g-Ib

+RS = 47 .9437454
f lrèuE = ¿. +Jt ¿oóEj.j-6

\¡f¡fl - ^ 
aÀÊA^AÊ

DELTA = 0.2276864
ICAPP-A = 0.3407044

LrròU = :-.¿>Jötr-aC l

RD = 47 .9437454
lmA

ÐELTA = 0.5907903
.t\.ê,rr¡| = :
ñF^

CGSO = 1.7258-t6

= f.+Jf+yöE-ð

= r.¿ööö/E5
= J.J-y¿¿)/b.E;-J
= J . ftIoyEIl.

LD

V¡4ÀX
ET.4
r\r 5

. E¡IDS A-NOB

*SUBCIRCUIT FOR P-CHÀ¡INEL MOSFET
*WITH THREE OPEN PORTS
*S]î'{BOL PMOSGEN
*PORTS DR.A.TN GATE SOURCE
.SUBCKTA-POBL234
Ml L 2 3 4 PMOD lt=2263.7U L-L.ztJ À5=9235.5p ÄÐ=9235.5p
+EU=¿¿OJ. lU V5=¿¿bJ. /U
.MODEL PMoD PMOS (LEVEL= 3

fUU

?AU

TOX = 2E-8
lñ' uu = -¿.lloLLlE-l

\¡S,ÍAX = 8 -941535E6
ETA = 0.8L03842
l\lÞ = Y.O4¡OOZIIJ-I

)

+ THETÀ = 0.1634365
? gu¡-/v = L. I ¿2L- LA
.S¡DS A-POB

Figure L3 - Mos-inverter Pa¡r"'eter file
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Figure 14 - MOs-inverter simulatiou data
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In Figure 14. ive can see the output data of a portion of the b0 nanosecond

simulation, including the number of Nervton irerations. rhe iengths of Nervton vectors

and the norm of the system of noniinear algebraic equarions at each point in the time

domain. The MOS-inverter circuit is relatively simple and does not pose any great

difficulty to the simuiator evident in the fact that the solve¡ did not need to red.uce

the time-siep throughout the simulation and the relatively smali number of nonlinear

iterations taken in total to solve the system. As .,veil, the norm of the system decreases

thoughout the iterative process at each point in the time domain, indicating ihat the

Nervton algorithm is converging towards the solution lvithoui clifficulty. This example,

though, is not very interesting as it does not involve a great number of semiconductor

devices, unlike the following circuit.

Consider the circuit represented in the so-called top, subcircuit level. Here the

boxed figure labelled D,93893 represents a subcircuit consisting of a large number of

Bipolar Junction transistors, MOSFETS and Diodes. The driver D.9389S is confi-

dential and proprietory SPICE model provided by the National Semiconductor Cor-

poration and iherefore the particular arrangements of the transistors as rvell as the

particular technologies in the driver are not presented.
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Consicier, for the moment, the steady-state run. particularly the the sequences

of norms and lengths of Nelvton vectors. We can see that the sequence of Nervton

lengths is not monotone. This indicates that the Nervton method is having some

difficulty in arriving at the DC operating point [32]. ]foreover the sequence of norms

of the system shows that the process diverges from ihe solution at certain points. It
can be shorvn [8],[56] that if the sequence of norms is not monotone then the order

of convergence of the ANM is not quadratic. There are several reasons for the ANil{

to be behaving in this manner when applied to certain circuits, such as the DSBg93.

Namely the initial approximation may be very far arvav from the solution, the system

may be badly conditioned, the radius of the initial Ii-sphere may be ìnappropriate,

or the strong the nonlinearities in a t¡ansistor netrvork may cause problems. Any of

these problems can contribute towards an ill-behaved ANNI, and rve investigate these

issues in the next section.

3.5 ANM and transistor physics

As we sarv in the previous section, for some reason the ANNI loses its fast orcler of

convergence when applied to the ,^93893 driver. There are a number of real circuits

on which the ANM fails altogether. In order to be confident in using the ANM on

DAEs from discretized transistor networks, we have to establish some reasons for

these difficulties and introduce some modifications to the ANM that would remedy

the problem. To illustrate, consider a simple circuit with a sinsle diode.
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The circ'it equation is g(vp) = / rvhere I is the currenr source, I/¡ is the voltage

across the diode, and g(') is the conductance. \'!'e rervri¡e the above equation to

saiisfy the form of the equation (2.4.2) and define an auxillary function e(o):

g\vo)=9\vn)-l (3.5.1)

The current through the diode is governed the formula [32]

where 1s and V7 are constants. Applying the

set out in (2.a.9) to get

- L ) (8.5.2)

ANIVI requires us to linearize (3.5.2) as

I¡=15(e

by

Ip-

=

IDlvo=vo

-/.b-lc I eur -

¡Ù | lÍrLD -r \vD

- nl^

+ (Vn - V')#lv^-v"'ovD -
\ /^ ,,0tl , t¡r ''flrrJ :-L)+\vD - v-)v e"r
' Yaf

r¡orz-0
-v )sD

(3.5.3)

where I¿e is the current through the diode corresponding to the voltag e Vs and. Gp6

is the derivative of the diode current at Vs, also knorvn as the dynamic cond.uctance.

In circuii theory, the variables in the linearized system can be interpreted as a linear

cìrcuit, called the Norton equivalent circuit, whose solution we are seeking via a linear

equation solver' To form the Norton circuit, lve set the Norton equivaiet source 1$,

in parallel lvith the conductance Goo, where 1$,u is the constant part of 1¿ given by

¡0 - ¡0 ¡-0 trOtDN-tD-uDv (3.5.4)

Hence (3.5.3) can be re-written in terms of I$, as

Io=GonVn+IBu

The nodal equation for the linearized circuit is

¡/Q < (\

(G+GoÐvD=r-IBN

IU

(,1.Ð.0/



rvhich is corresponds to (:.-t.s). Tire eo-uaiion abo'e crirì rtr,....ire *,ri¡;en ir rhe iorn
of (2.a.s)

(G+Gi)r,$+'-/-rLN

The quaniiiies in (3'5.6) can be internrereci in a phvsicai re:.nne¡ by noriag ¡ha¡ rhc
Jacobiau matrix rvhich consists of ihe nodal cond.uctance ma¡iix of the Ìinear eiemenrs
also includes the linearized conductance associated lvi¿h ihe diode. The right-hand
side vecior besides coniaining independent source cur¡ents. also includ.es the No*on-
equivalent source cur¡ents associated rviih the diod.e. Having set up the equations.
we presenr some numerical data f¡om the sirnulation.

Single Diocie circuit

DC-solution

Newton LengrÈh = 38.37 4
NewEon Length = 4852.48323
Newton Lengt,h = NaN
ÐC Number of iteraE,ions =

- Phyllis Versicn 3-10 numerical_ d.aca

Norm = 5.87432
Norm = 2.334e+03
Àlam - T- r-

Convergence Failure

As we can see the simulation failed in the DC soluiion beacuse of numerical

overfl'ow because somewhere in the third iieration the ANM produced a numerical
quantity larger than the maximal number possible in the workstation processo¡. This
behavior is quite commor in simulating transistor networks. Recall equation (8.5.8)

which consisted in part of an exponential term, which is a type of a nonlinearity that
will very often overflow, and hence cause a failure of the ANM. Systems containing

such terms are called highly nonlinear.
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The ari of implementing the ANM for highly nonlinear svstems can be segregated

in trvo parts. The first approach can be found in [16],[20].[23ì.[37] and invoives defining

furiher constraints to the system by imposing a region of confidence ievels rvhere rve

know that the strong nonlinearities are not going to prociuce a numerical overflorv.

Since the ANIvI is a pure mathematical process, it does not have any regard to the

actual physics of the systems it is tyring to solve. The additional constraints will make

the ANM sensitive to the domain of operaiion of the devices and hence prevent the ill

behavior. The main drawback of this approach is in the fact that the constraints pose

additional equations and variables in the system, which for circuits should be avoided,

if possible [8]. For a net'work consisting of, say 50 transistors the system has 300 to

400 unknowns depending on the number of other ports and devices, such as sources

and resistors. Adding 50 constraint equations will incerase the size of the systyem b1'

anywhere f¡om 15 to 20 percent. This translates into an enourmous increase of the

amount of computation and hence in an increase of the simulation time. The approach

in [37] is mathematically quite good, but for commercial netlvork simulators not

viable. This is yet another point where good mathematics and commercial software

requirements diverge. In Chapter One, rve agreed thai the latte¡ will always take

precedence over the former. Hence some alternative methods are needed that would

prevent numerical overflow and not be commercially prohibitive. This leads us to the

so-called response limiting techniques.

The generai shape of exponential V-I curve associated rvith the diode is applicable

to all semiconductor transistor devices. The response curves are single-valued, mono-

tonically increasing continuous mappings that are highly nonlinear. For a large re-

verse bias [32], the function approaches zero) while for large forward bias, the function

diverges towa¡ds infinity. The reverse bias case corresponds to zero-valued conduc-

tances, while the latter corresponds to infinite conductances and Norton equivalent



current sources. The problem of constraining the variables to phvsicaily reasonable

values for the devices without additional constraints and variables, can be solved bv

limiiing the acceptable interval of voltages to a certain interval. Whenever the ANNÍ

produces values outside this interval they are altered according to some preser par-

tern to put them inside the approved interval. These techniques are purely empiricai.

They include the fixed-bound junction limiting, hyperbolic tangent bound junction

limiting, the alternating basis auxiliary function junction limiting, the modified alter-

nating basis method of Colon and Nagel, the constant slope auxiliary funciion junc-

tion limiting, the orthogonal auxiliary function junction limiting and many more. All

of the above strategies can be found in [1], [g], [32] and [+3]. The most rvidely used

Iimiting technique is.that of Colon and Nagel [57],[58] used in the industry standard

circuit simulator, SPICE of the University of California at Berkeley CAE group. Let

Vþ be a voltage at some ÈrÀ ANM iterate rvhich is outside the physical definition of

the diode. The voltage limiting is performed on Vr by first pre-computing the diode

critical voltage according to
tI/^¡

Vril = vrt"l#tr) (3.5.8)

rvhere I/r and 1s are as before. This value can be physically inierpreted as the value

of minimum curvature of the V-I response curve. If IzÈ if greater I,han V",¡t then V¡ is

redefined as

vk :=l,lTlnf nu -' uo-t * rlLVTI

otherwise I,/È is retained as an acceptable iterate.

Suppose we adapt such a limiting scheme and perform an analysis of our previous

singie diode circuit.

(3.5.e)

,.)



Figure 19 - Single diode circuit output

Indeed, the simulation was successfuÌ, but ii does raise some interesting questions

if the sequence of lengths of Nelvton vectors is observed. We can see that the length of

the vector increased whenever the angle of limiting was arvay from the original Newton

direction. Since the ANM is supposed to be a quadratically convergent process, it is

obvious that any change from the direction given by the ANM will result in a slow-

down and longer simulation time. The task that should be immediately posed is to

quantify the damage that the limiting process imposes to the general solution-finding

aigorithm. Unfortunatelg this is stiil an open question [59], and still hotly debated

in the scientific and engineering community.



3.6 ANM and limiting algorithms

Consider the system of nonlinear algebraic equations f¡om equation (2.4.2)

I(¡') = 0 (2.4.2)

Recall some basic results from the proof of theorem 4. Stariing form an initial point ¿0,

rve apply the ANM to seek out the solution vector ¿'. According to the Kantorovich

theorem, the radius of the initial K-sphere is

?o = llf.,toll-'o(o)ll

Assuming that all conditions in the statement of theorem 4 are satisfied, the solution

vector is unique inside the initial K-sphere, and the ANtr,I converges to it at a quadratic

rate.

Let A, q X be the non-empty set of all points at rvhich the system is rvell-defined

and would not cause a numerical overflow. Obviously, the size of A is a function of

the tolerance parameters for determining the physical range of the functions. Now,

suppose there exists an automormhism, r/(o) : O * X such that if ¿È+1 is the ,t + t¿À

ANM iterate and cÈ*l is not in A, then ãk+t - rþ(rr+t) is an allowable point that does

not cause a numerical overflow, and hence is in Â. Clearly, t/(.) ir countinuous. Let

á be the angle between the åtÀ ANM displacement vector pÈ and pÈ, where

þk._ãþ+L_Ek (3.6 . 1)

Suppose, for the moment, that no vector modification was needed before the ,trÀ steo.

Then, the following relations hold, as seen in the proof of theorem 4:

lt* = ;#
L - hk-t
L ht-rnt-,

nL=- -'"- -
2l-h¡-1
. ,'

r ¡ r'l'-1
Ilk = :-:---:----;') l. t \¿" \t - nt-t)

/Ð

(2.5.28)

(2.5.2e)

(2.5.33)



Then, rve knoiv that

( j.o.J / l

and furthermore

lls- - s* ll ( 2-r'+r (rno)'r 
-' 

,o lr.ð.0Ð.1

The above relations are indicative that the ANM is converging to a solution at a

quadratic rate, unique within the initial K-sphere. Norv, let the automorphism be

such that

,,þ@i) + xi vi < ¡ (3.6.2)

The requirement is needed for ensuring that the ANIvI under the action of / does not

become cyclic, wherein the ANM would yieid iterates and the iterates under r/ would

be mapped back to some previous point and the procedure re-started henceforth

anew. Let ó be the measure of change of the AiÀ approximation vector. One way of

conveniently defining ó is

(3.6.3 )

For the automorphism to be 'co-operating' ivith the ANM in the sense that as the

process converges towards the solution, the underlying assumption is that the soluiion

is in A, so then the following must hold, namely

,lim ó¡ = |Æ+æ
(3.6.4)

Equation (3.6.4) forces the amount of the vector change to diminish as the ANM gets

closer to the solution. It is worth noting, though, that none of the industry standard

limiting procedures have this requirement, which is evident in some circuits where

ihe ANM stagnates and fails to converge.

Conside¡ the following two cases, seen in l8].

.1nt=þr\{lSi

to



Case 1: ót)?¡ andelo

in this case, the ANM under the action of the automorphism r/ produces a mod-

ifled iterate ø rvhich lies outside the ,t1à K-sphere. It is no longer lrue that,

I
l-tt+t 1 7-----;- lf,h,

L 
'.8

I
\t+t 1 ,tlt

rvhich is ihe resuLt in equation (2.5.37). Violating this condition destroys the theoretical

justification for claiming that ø* lies within the initial l{-sphere. If the ANÀ,'f vectors

are modified in this way, one might as well renumber the approximation vectors from

0 and restart the process, ¿LS we are no longer guaranteed the existence of the solution

in the 4¡ radius. lvloreover, the newly generated hr,ñr, Êr may obey the conditions set

forth in equation (2.5.37), thereby nesting the solution process away from the solution

towards a region where the solution may or may not Ìie. In this case we may get

convergence to an unwanted solution, or the ANM wili try to converge to the original

solution anew, thus increasing the simulation time.

Case 2: 6nlqrandPæ0

In this case the ANM produced an iterate that was modified back torvards the

Iasi accepted iterate. The result is a shortened Nervton- r'ectot. In [8] we can see

that this process may or may not work for the benefit of the ANlvI, depending on

exactly how much the step was shortened and the state of the system at that point.

Shortening the Newton step is a quite attractive modification to the ANM [56] as

long as there is some mathematical purpose for the change. Commonly the so-called

Damped Analytic Newton Method will reduce the Newton step in order to preserve

the monotonicity of the sequence of norms of the system throughout the simulation.



The damped ANM is discussed in depth in the next chapter. For now we shall assume

that shortening the ANM step in the original direction may be good for the solution

process. I therefore pose the following lemma:

Lemma 6. Given rk+L e A úåen ú.he¡e exisús a vector îk+L und an automorphism ofR, $(ø) such

that

,þ(rr+') = ¿È+1

and0=0.

Proof: Let Àr € [0,1]. Construct an automorphism by setting

,,þ(rr+t) = ¿È+r

= nb + À¡(øÈ+1 - øË)

(3.6.5)

with À¡ chosen such that ôË*1 € A. r/ exists because applying the Mean Value theorem

to F(o) results in þÈ,¿È+1] na # Ø. If the set in not empty then there exists ôÈ+r in

[eÈ,tl+t1 such that âÈ+1 € a. Hence, there is a point somewhere in the line segment

in (3.6.5) such that the system evaluated at that vector will be well-defined and not

cause a numerical overflow.

I{ere we have shown that proper modification techniques are possible, in the sense

that the Newion direction is always obeyed. In the next chapter we will see one way

of construciing such a process.
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chapter F'oun - vrodified ANM and sirnr-riation

4.1 Introduction

The analytic Newton method applied to solving systems of nonlinear algebraic

equations will very often experience varying forms of strange behavior during its

execution. For example, the standard Galbrov,-Hillstorm test set of nonlinear systems

of algebraic equations presented in [60] contains a few examples of rvhere the ANNI

exhibits non-converging oscilatory behavior in the Newton iterates. The test set also

contains systems lvhere the ANM produces a sequence of iterates that seem to be

almost randomly distributed over some domain. This phenomena is knorvn as the

underflow-inflection effect [8],[56],[59]. Another interesting test problem gets stuck in

a iocal minimum, thus failing to find a solution to the system. All these examples

will be presented in later sections.

Given that the ANM does exhibit such behavior, we can look for some modifi-

cations of the process that wouid remedy most of these problems. It is important,

horvever, to note that any modification of the ANM shouid. attempt to preserve the

quadratic rate of convergence and should not result in a prohibitive increase of total

simulation time. This is especially important in simulating transistor netrvorks where,

once the ANM has failed to produce an anslver, the program has an option to refine

the time domain discretization thereby hopefully producing a system to which the

ANM can find a solution with the same initial approximation. In the next section



we analyse the viability of implementing a modified version of the ANÌVI for use in

transistor netrvorks.

4.2 Modified ANM and discretization techniques

In this section we analyse the economics ancl viability of implementing conver-

Sence enhancing modifications of the ANM for use in simulating transistor networks.

Given that the the ANM often fails to solve a given dicretized DAB system at some

point in the time domain, the essential underiying ODE can just be discretized witir

a smaller time-step, and the process of solving nonlinear systems can be repeated

lvithout rvorrying about choosing some of the several available modified ANX,Is. This

faci calls for an evaluation of some mathematical modifications to the ANM that

rvould hopefully enhance its performance.

Suppose we choose a circuit where the time domain is discretized into one hundred

time-steps and, furthermore, suppose that an unmodified version of the Ar\lvI failecl

to converge at every tenth step and that, on average, the ANM took five iterations

to arrive at each answer, save for those steps where it initially failed to converge,

where it took twenty five before a failure was noted. The¡efore the system rvas solved

in total of 11i distinct points in the time domain, with 775 Nervton itrerations in

total, 786 * 10 separate integration processes, rvhere 10 is the number of devices, and

10 step reductions. Suppose that the system required 100 seconds of simulation

time. According to the data of figure 8, approxim ately 67.2 percent of the simulation

time was spent in the LU decomposition, 8.7 percent was spent in back and forward

substitution and 1.9 percent was spent in devicelinearization for a grand total of Z7.g



percent of total rvork. This is now compa¡ed rviih the same problem usins a more

efficient solver.

In contrast, suppose we chose to use a globall¡r convergent modification of the

ANIVI that carried a i0 percent overhead [8] on the total ANN,I execution time. Sup-

pose that there were no convergence failures. and hence no step reductions. Further-

more' unlike real modified versions of the ANM, we wili suppose that the modified

ANIVI took the same number of ite¡ations to converge at every point in the time do-

main. Then we would have 100 points in the time domain, a total of 500 Newton

iterations and 500x10 separate integration processes and no step reductions. Accord-

ing to the data of figure 8, the total time saved by improving the ANM would be in

the order of 20-30 percent. One should not forget, however, that a single time step is

very often reduced two- or three-fold and that modifided ANM usuaily needs fewer

iterations as compared to the ANM alone. These figures add up to a saving of over

50 percent in total simulation time.

We can therefore see how much time could be saved by using modified ANM

techniques in circuit simulation. We nolv introduce an algorithm from the family

of the so-called global Newton techniques that has all but become a standard in all

non-linear solvers [13],[56].

4.3 Global Newton techniques - theory

When solving systems of nonlinear algebraic equations using the ANM, very often

the process will seem to take an unusual number of iterations to converge. The solu-

tion process may even fail for certain poor choices of the initial approximation vectors.
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The primary aim of global Nervton techniques is to artempt to achieve global con-

vergence, so that no matter .,vhat initial approximaiion is talien, the modified ANil,l

rviil soive the system. The secondary aim is to reduce the number of iterations of

the At\l\{ by requiring that the modified ANil,I ahvays converges tor,vards the solu-

tion, and also to prevent cyclic behavior and extremely iong Nelvton steps. In o¡der

to introduce some global modifications to the ANN{ let us re-examine the problem

from a slightly different point of view, namely from the unconstrained non-linear

optimization perspective.

Recall that once the essential underlying ODE of a system of non-linear DAEs

has been discretized, at each point in the time domain rve are left to solve the system

of nonlinear algebraic equations, F'(o) : - * Y, where X and y are Banach Spaces.

F¡om theorem 4., rve can apply equation (2.4.g), or the Ar\VI to carry out the solution

process as long as some initial conditions are satisfied. If the assumptions are not

strictly satisfied, then quadratic convergence or any convergence whatsoever is not

guaranteed. To extend the initial domain of convergen-ce, lve transform the task into

an optimization problem by defining a functional ,p(.) : X,- ft as

Cleariy F(ø) = Q has a solution if

ç(c.) = |V{"), o{"))

1_
= ,Fl(s)F(x)

= lle@)ll3

minabs(ç(r)) = 0

"€x

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

If the minimum value in the range space of 9 is non-zero, then by the Closed Graph

Theorem [38],[40],i61] the functional 9(.) will preserve the Cauchy Newton sequence



in its range space and therefore the two problems are equivalent. By the virtue of the

sequence being Cauchy in the range space, we can require that

p(rk+') < p@b) V,t < co (4.2.3)

Enforcing the equation (a.2.3) is the basis of the modification of the ANN,I. To see that

such a requirement is indeed possible, we introduce the following lemma lvich shows

that 9(o) is decreasing in the Newton direction.

Lemma 7. Let pþ) be the functional on Ji defrned in equation (4.3.1). Let xk be the lcih Newton

iterate, and pk the klh Nervton displacement vector. Then

Vo*,p(øÈ) < 0

and there e.vlsús a constant pr € ft such that

(4.3.4)

ç(rk+lryþ)3e1rk¡ (4.2.5)

for all k > 0.

Proof: To show Yp*ç(sk) ( 0, note

, L.voxs\x-)- (4.3.6)

= g,(rk)Tpk

= Fr (*)F,(su)(-) (",(n')) 
-' ,q,r,

= _Frþ\Fþþ)

= _2ll4(cþ)llr, s O

and equals zero if and only if cÈ - c". For the second part, by the Mean value theorem,

1.^ ç(tk + pr?.r) - p(rr) _ - .-t.pÈ+o 

- 

=vP*e(sk) (4'3'7)



and since the directionai derivative of the functional in the Newton direction is less

tlranzero,wecanchooseaparticularp>0suchthatib¡alipr€(0,p),rk+pt,pt'4- e

and

ilrtt' + pb!:\- r(øÈ)] < o (4.3.8)

Therefore, rviih the proper choice of the scalar pr, the value of the norm of the system

at the modified iterate in the line segment lvill be Less than the norm at the previous

iierate. To optimize the norm reduction process, we need to minimize the value of the

functionai over the interval Vr,n'+ crpkl by choosing the value of p¡ appropriately.

To introduce the methods of choosing the most optimai values of pt,, rve need the

following definition:

Definition 4. Let gþ) be as before. Then, for a given real number (, defrne the level-set of ç

Lç={xeX¡e(s) <(}

Definition 5. Let Lf; denote the path-connected component of the level set

Le={c e X¡ e@)Se@þ)

The value of. p¡, can be chosen to satisfy any of the three following principles: The

First principle. Choose p¡ such that

p@È +pkpþ)= .min.g(xk +prpþ)
- ?* *'PI'PK -

(4.3.e)

The Second principle. Choose p* such that

ç(ak + pkpk) = ^in{v@k + pkp\l øÈ + pk?k e Lok}
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The Third principle. Choose pË such that

ç(rk * prpo) = *lrr{r(et + pt y:k) 
= [su, ''' + p,,pkf c ¿?] (4.3.11)

pk \ )

The fi¡st and the second minimization principles coincide if and only if all level

sets of rp(o) are convex [62]. All three methods are equivalent if 9(") is a quasi-convex

functional [62]. It is worth noting that in transistor netrvorks, if ¿È is in the set À,

then the level sets of g are connected [62], so then rve can select to satisfy one of the

three principles, namely the third one.

In the next section we discuss the strategies for "Damping" the Newton vector to

enforce a monotonically decreasing sequence of norms.

4.4 Steplength sets and the Goldstein principle

To select an optimal step-reduction process for enforcing globai convergence via

norm reduction, we apply the Goldstein principle [62]. Before this principle can be

successfully applied to transistor networks, rve need the following lemma.

Lemma 8. Tåe functional g(o) is Gateaux-differentiable.

Proof: Recall that by definition p(s)= (F('),r(c)). Then

v¡v@) --

= Fr @) Ft (s)e) ( e' @r¡) 
-r11øË¡

'' '-"'\ '-'l

is well defined because r'(¡) was shown to be Gateaux-differentiable.



Define a function r9(p) : $è - æ by

')(p)=ç(ru+ppk) (441\

It is clear that if 9(o) is continuous, then rl(p) is continuous as rvell. Also note thai

minimizing d(o) corresponds to solving Yzrç(g.) = 0. Then, consider for the moment

the tangent line r(p) to the graph of the function rt(p). The equation of the tangent

line at any p is given by

r(p) = e@k) + pv p*p(sk) (4.4.2)

then the lines ø1(p) and o2(p) given by

a¿ =p(xk)* p;cVr*gþk) i=1,2

where 0. pt 1 t"z < 1, satisfg for each p > 0 162):

o{pr) < ç(rk + pkp\ < oz(pr)

86

r(p)<ot(p)<az(p) (4¿d\

Theorem 6 (Goldstein). Consider the "Step-length" set, { defrned by

i'n = {nr ) lzk,rk + pk?kl cQ,o{pe) <ç(rk + prp-b) < or(pù) e.4.s)

Then, for any pþ € Jp, we have that

0 > ptppYp*p(tþ) > gþk + pr?.È) - pþ\ ) ¡t2p¡,arrq(nh) (4.4.6)

which will ¡esu/ú jn showing that for any particular choice of pp in Jr, ç(") decreases and we have

a descent method.

Proof: Since, by construction

(4.4.3)

(4.4.7)



we ha\¡e

p(rr +¡.t2p¡Yrxg(zk)1 (4.4.S)

1 ç(ro + pt pt')

< p(g.*) * ¡trp¡,Vrrç(xk)

and this in turn implies that

¡tzpeY org(xk) 1 (4.4.9)

< p(tn + pk?k) - ç(so)

< hqvtp(ru) < 0

hence proving the theorem. Note that as p2 approaches p1, then p¡ must satisfy

p@k + nnpk) - ÆprY p,P(!') = ç(rr) (4 4 1¡\

Hence r,ve have a v/ay of choosing the appropriate fraction of the Newton step in order

to minimize p("). The Goidstein result is rvell suited for the ANM by applying it in

ihe foilowins manner:

Suppose rñ/e are given a pair of constants, pr,¡.r2, such that 0 1 p, < pz 1I, as well

as a current estimate to the solution, o¡ and a Newton search vector, pÈ. If

Pþk + pr?r) - P@k) < p1p¡,Y oxg(xk)
(4 4 11\

then we accept the vector ,r + prpr as our next Newton iterate, cÈ+1. Otherrvise,,we

select a parameter, say ar¡ such that p¡ is reduced so that

prukpþvpkpþr) > (4.4.12)

> P(eb + ut'PkPþ) - 9@'È)

) P2u¡,PpY o,Pþk)
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and set the next acceptable Nervton iterate vector, ¿È*r as follolvs

gÈ+1 = ,o +rrpopo

The following lemma will show that such a choice of a.,¡ is possible, so that a reduction

in p¡ can always be achieved, independeni of ljr = u2.

Lemrna 9. Let g(o) : O C X-' ft be i¡¡1¡itely differentiable in O, aad suppose that íor a given

current Newton iterate, xk, a given Newton search vector, pk and p¡, satisfy fru,tk * pu?ol c a,

Vo_rp(gk) <0, and the¡e is a constant Êr € (0, I) such that

ç(rþ + cryk) - p@') < ¡t4p¡v r* p(xh)

Then for each ¡t2 € lpt,l) tåere exists u¡ € (0,1) such that

0 ) plupp¡,YZ,p(Sh) >

> ç(tk + rt prpþ) - g@þ)

) p,2u¡ppYrrgþh)

Proof: [B] Define an auxillary function, ü(o) as

(L L 1\\

(4 414\'r''7 \ 9þÈ +'tPkyb) - P('k)-\-,/--
QPIcY pk?\t" )

Then, clearly lim.*o ù(ø) = 1, so then V(ø) can be regarded as continuous on [0,1]

provided that we define i[r(O) = 1. Since ç(tþ + po?u) - ç(rk) < Æøyp*p(!Ë), rve have

v(1) <pl' so, then ú assumes all values between ¡r1 and 1. In particular, there exists

a constant ør € (0,1) such that

p1 1'{t(u¡) 1 p.2
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4.5 Damped ANM - impiernentation

Given a system of nonlinear aigebraic equations, F(¡), we seek out the vector ¿*

such that F(q.) = 0. We use the Analytic lVewton Nlethod (ANlvI) rvhere, starting

from an initial approximation vector to the solution, ¿0, we iteratively form a sequence

of vectors, i"tilr, lvhich, under that assumptions of Theorem 4, converges to the

solution at a quadratic rate. If the assumptions are not satisfied then the ANI4

ivill experience difficulty in finding the anslver, as set out in the previous sections.

This section examines the particulars of implementing modifications to the ANNI

rvhich, in the sense of Goldstein (Section 4.3), enforce a decrease in the norm of the

system funciion at each and every successive Newton lterate. We therefore consider

computationaliy efficient ways of selecting the damping constant, pp to shorten the

Newton search vector by the means of using a polynomiai fit to locaily model the

function v(pÈ) [56].

Let the present accepted ANM iterate, 
"Ë, the ANM search vector, pÈ and the

no¡m-functional,,p(.), all be defined as in the Section a.4. The basic Damped ANM

algorithm is as follows:

given r e Q,j)

set pp=l

while p(sb + nr,a_u) > g@k) + Lrptyo*9@k)

pk := ukpÈ u¡ selecled in lhe sense of Goldstein

gk+1-xÈ+prpr

rePeat

In practice, p is iypically set quite small (10-n), so that in order for the candidate

iterate to be accepted, hardly more than a decrease in function value is required. The



basic strategy behind selecting the appropriate ø¡ is to initially define an auxillarv

function, ü(p), as before. Since V(p) = ?(rk + p?t'), iL can be regarded as a one-

dimensional projection of rp(o) onto the line passing through ¡Ë in the cÌirection of the

ANN,I search vector, pÈ. Initially rve knorv that

ü(0) = e(cË)

V/(0) = Yprp(sk)

ir(l) = e@h +pk)

(4.5.i)

(4.5.2)

(4.5.3)

(4.5.5)

(4.5.6)

According to the Goldstein criterion, if v1r¡ > v(0) * ¡-rV'(0), then a reduction in the

Newton siep is called for. To reduce the step, we model the unknorvns function r!(o)

as a quadratic passing through the points p = 0¡ p = I and matching derivative at

p = 0. This process in known as the quadratic backtracking technique. The quadratic

is given by

aq,o¿(p) = [v(I) - v(0) - v'(0)] nz +ú'(o¡p + v(0)

The critical point is obtained by solving

s|uoa = 2[\r(1) - v(0) - v'(0)]p + \r'(0)

-o

to yield

uclll -
-v'(0)

(4.5.7)2[v(1) -v(o)-v,(o)]

Lernma 10. P",;t given in the equation(4.5.7) yields aglobalminimumof ü(o) and furthermore,

Pc,il l tfr*;;

Proof: The first part of the lemma is trivial, since {,oa(0) : r[,(0) and v,qo) < o.

For the second part, note that since

v(1) > v(0)+pv'(O)

on



and

-ù'(0)
2[\r(1)-ü(0) -v,(0)]

rve have

-v'(0)
2hú(1)-v(o)-v,(oJJ

-v'(0)
2[pú,(0) - ü,(0)]

= lF-
If v(1) > Ù(0) then p",;1 < |. Hence, the p",¡t seiected according to the quadratic

backtracking technique yields an upper bound on the first value of pr.Note that if
the value of vlr¡ is very much greater than v(0), the critical point of the quadratic

approximating function can be very close to v(0), lvhich in turn would result in
forming a large reduction of the Newton step. This wouid inevitably result in a loss

of fast convergence of the ANM, so \Me impose a lower bound orr p*it not to be less

than $.

On the other hand, if the selected p",¡¡ d.oes not produce a sufficient d.ecrease

in the norm in the sence of Goldstein, we are forced to perform another backtrack.

This time, though, we have four pieces of information about the unknorvn function,

namely the values v(0), v(1), iú,(0) and ú(p",;ù.We can therefore apply a higher_order

approximating function and model it using a cubic. In this case we solve for the local

minimum of the cubic as our new critical point. Using a cubic to model the function
is a better choice than, for example, a successive quadratic fit because the cubic can

give a more accurate model when 9(o) has a negative curvature, a case more likely
when the previous two choices of p¡ failed to produce a sufficient d.ecrease in the norm.

To model ü(p) as a cubic we want to form

l¿clrl -

=

ol



!cuu"(P) = aP3 + bP2 + cP + tt (4.5.s)

Clearly, U"ur;"(O) = \f(0), so d= V(0). Also 1",u,"(0) - ü,(0), so c = ù,(0). Let p_1 a¡,d_ p_2

denote the previous trvo choices of the damping constant. To determine the values of

o and ò such that the cubic assumes the values of v(p-1) and v(p_2) we compute the

following product

/o\ r (#
¡ t 

= 
| -¡\ó/ P-t- p-z \ff

With such choices of a and ó we can p

interpolating cubic

(v(p-,) - v(0) - v'(0)p-, \
\ v(p-r) - v(0) - ú'(0)p-' )

p-_z 
Io-t I

P't/

roceed

/¿60\

to calculate the local miniumum of the

The roots are

atcubic=3ap2 +2bp*c

-zb+.JW - I2ac

(4.5.10)

(4.5.11)fcrzt -

=

6a

-b+ JF=lavTcll
óa

Lemma LL. The choice pcrit = -t+t/t-s"Ú'(o) yields a local minimizer of the cubic approximating

function.

Proof: Consider the three possible cases d ) 0, ø< 0 and a=0. If o= 0 then the

cubic is actually a quadratic and there is only one possible solution for the critical

point. If a > 0 then the local minimum lies on the right side of the local maximum.

^ ^ffi11i6A'#>0,wehavetochoosethepositivesignoftherootin(4.5.11).Similarly

for the case a < 0.

ot



Ii is rvorih noiing that if v(p-r) > v(0) then p.";1 s Zp-r. Therefo¡e. rve are still
abie io impose the same rest¡iction on the upper bound for the value of the nerv

damping constants, namely that p",¿¡ a ip-r. In the follorving section rve examine the

performance of the damped ANVÍ method cont¡asted to the unmodified ANlvf.

4.6 Test results

In this section we examine the performance of the damped. ANivI algorithm applied

to a standard test-set of systems of non-linear algebraic equations. The systems

are obtained from'Galbrow/Hillstrom i56],[60] standard test-set. The first column

gives the system name followed by the choice of the initial guess, usually the unity

vector- The second column gives the dimension of the system. The third and fourth
columns show the number of iterations expended to solve the system within some

preset convergence criteria, via the damped and regular ANM.
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It is obvious that the damped ANM outperforms the unmodified ANIvI in all in-

stances shorvn. There are some examples on rvhich the damped Ar\r\,I performs poorl¡r

[60], but in general this is not the case. In the next section I present some resuLts on

implementation of norm-reducing techniques in simulating transistor netr,vorl<s.

4.7 Damped ANM and circuit simulation

in the previous sections we were introduced to some of the basic benefits of se-

lecting a step-reduction approach to modifyng the Ai\N{ applied to solving nonlinear

algebraic equations. In this section I present some numericai data that rvill show that

the damped ANM approach is not suitable for generai case nonlinear transistor net-

lvorks. Recall that our damping strategy chooses an ANM iterate to be acceptable if
the norm of the system evaluated at the iterate was reduced in the sense of Goldstein.

Recall Lemma 7 where we showed that the directional derivative of the norm-

functional in the ANM direction was always negative and furthermore, from (4.3.6)

Y 
o_r ç(ck ) = -2ll F (sÌ' )ll3

The end result of this lemma was to show the existence of a vector

line segment connecting the current iterate, ¿Ë and gk + pk at which

system is reduced in the sense of Goldstein.

belonging to the

the norm of the

The figure below shows the DC-solution of the ,^s389g driver and. some numerical

data- From the figure r¡/e can compare the theoretical and the computed values of

the direciional derivative of the norm-functional. We can see that betrveen the third
and fourth iteration the computed vaiue of the directional derivative is non-negative,
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in clear violation of Lemma 7. This is due to the voltage limiting performed on the

devices as given in Case 1, Section 3.6. To quantifl.'the problem, let rþ, pk be as

before. For an iterate ct*l to be deemed physical if it has to be an element of the

set Â' If not, then the ANM direction is modified according to the procedure in

Lemma 6, thereby yielding a new approximation vector, âu*t and, consequentl5r, a

new ANM direction vector, pÈ. Unless the automorphism, r!(o) does not act on the

approximation vectors as given in Case 2, the ANX4 direction vector can point in any

arbitrary direction and the damping modifications have no theoretical reason to work

successfully. One should mention an alternative aproach to achieve global convergence

in simulating these systems. The results presented in [6] show damping strategies for

reducing the norm of the system using an aiternate norm-functional which essentially

computes the so-called Nu-norm, an alternative to the /2 space in Lemma 7. t6]

recognizes the problems that the vector limitíng process causes in the ANM and

proves their resuits on circuits rvhere little or no limiting is needed. The Nu-norm

technique chooses certain nodes on which convergence should be achieved first and

perturbs the direction vector to satisfy that requirement first. The main drawback for

successful implementation of the Nu-norm techniques is that it can break down for

ill-conditioned Jacobian matrices and it is difficult to set an automatic apriori node

selection algorithm, according to [5g],[68].
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Summary

This thesis examines efficient computational techniques for use in workstation

level transistor netrvork simulation commercial softrvare. We saw three alternative

methods for formulating the circuit branch and nodal matrices. The modified nodal

meihod (MNM) would be the method of choice for such a simulation. More research

is siill needed on matrix reordering to maximize numerical stability and minimize the

fill-in that occurs in the associated linear system solution.

The question of improving the mathematical models of real physical transisto¡

devices has not been discussed here. This area, though, is very much alive and chal-

lenging to the vast number of scientists involved in this type of research [59],[60]. The

area of parameter extraction and Monte-Carlo simulators for numerical simulation of

device constraints is also a very exciting field of study [2]. A successful merger of

device levei, parameter extraction software lvith circuit simulation software will be of

a great benefit to circuit design engineers that should very quickly result in a more

comprehensive simulation of the design process. Eventually, the whole computer

design will be done wholely via many successive simuiators and design tools. The

emergence of Multi-chip module simulation software along with electromagnetic com-

patibility and radiation tools will provide us with safer, faster and smaller computer

manufacturing capabilities.

The quesiion of fusing the many-level design and simulation tools rests solely on

fast, robust and efficient circuit simulators. We model networks containing semicon-



cluctor devices as systems of nonlinear differential-algebraic equations. Such equations

are solved by discretizing the so-called essentiai underlying ordinary differential equa-

tion of the DAE adaptively or passiveiy. The resulting task is to solve the systems of

nonlinear algebraic equations at point in the discretized time domain. The method of

choice was the analytic Newton method. We sarv that the Kantorovich theorem shows

that the ANM, under appropriate conditions, converges to the solution at a quadratic

rate. Unfortunately, the noniinearities in the mathematicai models of transistors are

exponential in nature and consequently, the approximation vectors produced by the

ANM will very often need to be changed in an empirical.way in order to remain within
the domain of physical definition of the semiconducto¡ devices. We pointed out some

drarvbacks to this vector alteration process and how these proced.ures affect global

strategies for the ANM. It is therefore an open question ho,,v to implement a globai

analytic Newton method for solving highty nonlinear algebraic sysetems of equations

rvith i11-condiiioned Jacobian matrices, applicable to circuit simulation softrvare with

fast execution time and minimum memory requirements. Some work has been done

in this area [7],[8],[13],[30],[59] with littieor no success. Establishing a succesful mod-

ification technique with a global ANM strategy will result in a robust semiconductor

network simulator that lvould seldom experience convergence failures, even on the

rvorst possible circuits. Such a simulator would inevitably make a substantial impact

on the workstation-based circuit simulator market, and if used with proper device

and layout tools, would very quickiy capture a significant portion of this expanding

market.
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